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he declared, counseled submission on the part of Montenegro.
Russia, however, undertook to continue to protect the little kingdom.
Greece,

IS GRAFTING POLICE MONTENEGRINS

THEY BEAT A WITCH
llillsboro. N. M., May 9. Mariano
Trujillo, Eduardo Chavez and Francisco Montoya were indicted by the
grand jury in the district court for
Sierra county on the charge of atIN
DISCOVERED
IS
SCUTARI
tempting to kill Romalda Sedillo de
FLAMES AS IT CONKUER-ORChavez, a native woman who admitted that, she had bewitched the mothMARCH OUT.
er of Montoya. The alleged assault is
stated to have occurred April 25 on
FORT
THE
IS GIVEN UP a ranch 14 miles from MonticelW,
where the alleged witch and her
were staying. It is
BY daughter-in-laCOERCED
MONTENEGRINS,
claimed that the defendants appeared
THE POWERS, GIVE UP
at 6 p. m., fired several shots with
FRUITS OF BATTLE.
to scare off the younger women, and then took the "witch" off in
the timber and gave her an unmerciful
IS FORMED
NEW CABINET
drubbing. It is claimed the woman,
who. admitted being a "witch"
had
THE OLD BODY RESIGNED BE- been previously beaten for using the
black art upon various persons. It is
CAUSE OF DISAPPOINTMENT
said that after Romalda confessed
AT NATION'S LOSS.
that she had bewitched Mrs. Montoya,
she agreed to exorcise the evil spirVienna, May 9. Fire broke out in its, but that instead of recovering Mrs.
the bazaar pf the former Turkish fort- Montoya became worse until she is
ress of Scutari this morning, and, now paralyzed and helpless.
fanned by a high wind, rapidly assumed huge proportions. It is re
ported here that the Montenegrins
started the blaze when leaving the
city in revenge for being compelled
to evacuate it.
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Ambassador Wilson, and the president of the republic of Mexico, General Victoriano Huerta
"In addition, however, the government of Mexico, .whether recognized
GET MAXIMUM
BY
TO
or not by the United States, has
adopted and will always adopt measures for the security of the Inhabitants of the country, whether its own
citizens or foreigners, and this has
been demonstrated by the attention
INSPECTORS
IS AP- THREE CONVICTED
MEASURE
PROVISIONAL
given to the just petitions of those DEMOCRATIC
DECLARES
SO
inA YEAR IN JAIL AND
GIVEN
manner
A MAJORITY OF
in
been
who
have
BY
PROVED
any
PRESIDENT HUERTA TO
FINE OF $500
142 VOTES
jured by past revolutions.
U. S. AMBASSADOR.
"The United States and all the peoples of Europe have proof that the
JUSTICE
TREATY government of Mexico Is specially NOW GOES TO THE SENATE THEY OBSTRUCTED
FOR
NOT
READY
pledged to guarantee to everybody
without distinction of nationality, amFINANCE COMMITTEE WILL HAVE CONSPIRED TO KEEP WITNESSES
BECAUSE AMERICAN NATION HAS ple protection."
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TWO OFFICIALS CONFER DURING
THE MORNING AT STATE

DEPARTMENT

COME SOON
TO
PUBLICITY
PROPOSED ONE OF THEM MAY SQUEAL
CHANGE
ORDER paign against tuberculosis were pass- FEW
ed by the assembly today.' One sets
FROM
RETURN
UPON BRYAN'S
aside
$20,000 for the maintenance of
WHICH
HVE DISTRICT ATTORNEY HOPES TO
EFFORT IS BEING MADE TO BRING
WILL
MATTER
YORK
NEW
a state department of tuberculosis;
BE ABLE THUS TO LOCATE
SUGGEST
BILL
CONSIDERED
PEACE AT EARLIEST POSBE CONSIDERED
another provides for treatment of resTHE "BOSS"
FEW AMENDMENTS
SIBLE TIME.
idents afflicted with tuberculosis and
the third provides $5,000 for the disWashington, May 9. Japan's formal
New York, May 9. Dennis Sweensemination of knowledge as to the
Washington, Mr." 9. The democratagainst the California alien
protest
James
E.
Hussey
best means of preventing the spread ic tariff bill, passed yesterday in the ey, John J. Martha,
was submitted to Secretary
bill
land
house with a majority of 142 votes, and James F. Thompson, former poof the disease.
America Not Recognized.
the state department ear'at
Bryan
of
conspirwent over to the senate today to bo lice inspectors convicted
Mexico City, May 9. Henry
Viscount Chlnda, In
by
ly today
referred to the finance committee.
ing to obstruct justice to check graftLane Wilson, United States
will be placed
The
protest
person.
have had ing revelations involving them, were
"OLD GUARD" REFUSES
Finance
ambassador to Mexico, has no
before President Wilson and tho caz-inone
serve
in
to
year
the bill under consideration informal- sentenced today
4- official standing in Mexico in
by Secretary Bryan today that
of
fr the eyes o the present admln- TO' ATTEND CONFERENCE ly, and they are about ready to report the penitentiary and pay a fine
an
answer
may be promptly returned
senmaximum
to the full committee on the various $500 each. This is the
istration. This is not a inat-to
the
Japanese embassy.
Much Damage Is Done.
schedules and administrative fea- tence.
ter of record, but was unoffi-9.
Austria
Bryan was a little late in
Secretary
May
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recomUp to the moment that sentence
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AND
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the situation.
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FOLLOWING FLY'S

FOOTSTEPS IS
SICKENING
PHYSICIAN SUMS UP EVIDENCE
AGWNST THE LITTLE HOUSE
HOLD PEST.

Organize Against the Flies
The life journey of a fly is
limited to 1,500 feet.
If you can free yor neighborhood of flies it will stay
free.
A good way to do this is to
organize your Dloek.
Unite with your neighbors to
clean up every spot where flies
may breed.
Then each of you get a fly-

trap.
Don't set it in the house..,
SET IT OUTDOORS.
In that way the fly tribe will
be wiped out.

Start Yatir Baby
With Soff f Health
Regular Bowel Movement From ChildJ
hood on Forestalls Future Seri- '
nun hispaRKH
We canot all start life with the advantages of money, but every child
born is entitled to the heritage of
good health. Through unfortunate ignorance or carelessness in the feeding of a baby its tiny stomach may
become
The disorder
deranged.

spreads to the bowels and before the
mother realizes it the two chief organs on which the infant's comfort
and health depend are causing it
great suffering. If the condition is
allowed to continue grave ailments
often result.
There is, however, no occasion for
alarm and the sensible thing to do
but it should be done instantly is to
give the baby a small dose ot a mi'id
laxative-toniIn the opinion ot a
great many people, among them such
persons as the parents of
c.

well-know- n

Dixie

Dudley,

Magnolia,

Ark.,

the

proper remedy is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin. Mrs. Earl Dudley writes: Dr.
Caiwell's Syrup Pepsin is the best
medicine I ever used. It cured my
baby of flatuency colic when the doc
tors failed; it cured my husband of
constipation. My home shall never
be without Syrup Pepsin." It is a
pleasant-tastinlaxative, which every
person likes. It is mild,
and contains that most excellent of
all digestants, pepsin.
This remedy is especially intended
for infants, children, women, old people and all others to whom harsh
cathartics, ealt waters, pills, etc., are
distressing, in fact, in the common

DIXIE ASKEW DUDLEY

disorders of life, such as constipation,
liver trouble, indigestion, biliousness,
headaches, and' the various other disorders of the stomach, liver and bow.
els nothing is, more suitable than this
mild

laxative-tonic-

,

Dr.

Caldwell's

Syrup Pepsin.

Two generations of people are using
it today, and thousands of families
keep it constantly in the house, for
every member of the family can use
it. It can be obtained of any druggist at fifty cents or one dollar a
bottle, the latter being the size
bought by families who already know
its value. Results are always guaranteed or money will be refunded.
If no member of your family has
ever used Syrup Pepsin and you
would like to make a personal trial
of it before buying it in the regular
way of a druggist, send your address
a postal will do co W. B. Caldwell,
417 Washington St., Monticcllo, 111.,
and a free ' sample bottle will be
,
mailed you.

The summer about to dawn is the
tenth aniversary of our conclusive
conviction and tangible proof that the
common
nuisance and ubiquitous
plague, the pestiferous housefly, produces many dangerous maladies, such
as typhoid, cholera, dysentery, infantile ailments, and the like.
True enough, ever since the government report about the typhoid fever anions American soldiers in the
Spanish war, the housefly was fairly varieties of germs are encountered game hunters, are looking forward
well known to be responsible for the
upon a fly's feet and inside its hollow with interest to the experiments with'
spread of that infection. It was not tongue and mouth. Such delectable elk taut are about to be tried in Arihowever, until the researches of the
places are the breeding spot of the zona and Pennsylvania. Eighty of
ensuin.? years had accumulated that mother
fly. She lays her eggs in a these animals are to ba shipped from
the fly's guilt was cMabl'ishe'l beyond series of from one hundred to two Yellowstone
park und liberated in
the e;u H of a doubt.
hundred eggs at a time. She usually northern Arizona and three carloads
Process of Eating
lives long enough to rear many thou- taken from the natinoal herd will be
The proboscis, or what you might
sands of progeny, half of which in tmn dsitributed among the reserves in
cau the tongue, of the housefly, Is a also become
Somerset, 'West Moreland, Perry,
aggressive,
me : pernicious organ. Because the;
mothers. I have, however, seen fe- Franklin, Clinton, Center and Clear-Helor
son fly cannot chew or bite
".."..
counties in Pennsylvania. Tke'.'e
male flies during the winter deposit
sue , or pierce the skin, food must
in a warm cellar, upon moist seems tobe no reason why many states
eggs
be served tip to the fly in. liquid form.
mud, in which there was no nourish- in which elk have long since been exV other words, a fly is always on a
terminated should not be restocked
ment.
liquid or "fever" diet.
One fly killed early in the summer from the crowded herds that, summer
As a fly alights upon food, it
is equal to the combined onslaught in Yellowstone park and winter in
out its ton gu& or proboscis by and destruction of billions of flies by
Jackson's Hole. Not only would this
means of a pair of air sacs or vacuum
thousands of persons in July and be a great advantage to the states
cleaners, which blow out the' probosAugust. The boy or girl who destroys thus restocked, but it, offers one solucis just as you blow into a glove to
flies of April and ivlay can tion of the vexing problem presented
Another pump the early
the fingers.
carve himself or herself a belt with by the mortality from starvation
of lie fly's mouth sucks in the liquid
the motto on it of "A Million at One among the Jacksons' Hole elk. The
T!m food passes through the alimen-f(.- c
Blow." For potentially, every moth- association would like to see this exi mixed
with the insect's saliva,
er fly today will be responsible for periment tried wherever it is practhe undesirable parts
and
canal
taiy
tical to do so."
billions
upon billions In August.
are shot forth as flecks of dust and
Need of School Reform
moistened dirt from rne under surof state education are
Departments
face of the fly's body.
ft
on the subject of hymuch
receiving
in has been fully confirmed by ex-- I
Not the least important part
giene.
enments that the fly not only stores
of the program of the International
np food for days and weeks at a time
on School Hygiene to be
congress
in its crop, but it also regurgitates
Buffalo August 2.V30 will be
at
held
Rea
With
Hide
Don't
Them
Veil;
fresh us well as old food very often.
given over to papers and discussions
move Them With the Othlrje
A fly will thus regurgitate food out
public attention' to the urgent
calling
Prescription
through its mouth and proboscis mixneed of extending medical inspection
for
removal
the
This
dissolve
to
prescription
ed with saliva, in order
the individual communi
and liquefy food tnat is too solid for of freckles was written by a promi- throughout
of the United States.
ties
suc
so
is
nent
and
usually
physician
it to take. Indeed, mes axe so filthy
This need of reform, according to
in their habits that they regurgiate cessful in removing freckles and giv
is based upon the findings
educators,
that
the same food many ing a clear, beautiful complexion
and
made by recent medical inspection in
an
under
sold
it
is
These
times.
by your druggist
regurgitation spots
That
mon schools some of which show:
may be seen in white surfaces on win- absolute guarantee to refund the
of all pupils 2G per cent suffer from
if
it fails.
dow panes, and are easily distinguish- ey
that 50 to 75 per cent
Don't hide your freckles under a eye strain;
ed from spots of waste matter dissuffer
from
decayed teeth; that 10
reand
charged by the fly, because they are veil; get an ounce of othlne
much lighter in, color than the latter. move them. Even the first few applications-should
show a wonderful imA Revolting Thought
of the lighter
some
You may thus readily picture to provement,
freckles
entirely.
a
when
vanishing
takes
fly
what
yourself
piace
lie sure to ask the druggist for the
gorged with a liquefied diet of tydouble
strength othine; it is this that
phoid material, tuberculosis sputum,
guarantee.
or microbe-ricmilk, hops gayly here is sold on the money-bacand there on your berries, butter,
l
" .1
sugar bow'i and kitchen utensils. The
futicurJ
apparently clean and harmless fly
isfwp
NEWS FROWI THE CAPITAL
that idly glides Into your kitchen
from the passing garbage cart in or
der to have a bit of your bread, your
Santa Fe, X, M., May 9. The EI
sugar, your meat, or yow butter rePaso
and Southwestern has been au
there
gurgitates a few times here and
wherever it alights. Briefly, if a fly thorized by the corporation commiswishes to sip some nourishment sion to issue a rate of one "and
fare for the round trip for the
from your table it must regurgitate
several times at least upon the fool summer session of the Silver City
i' craves. Some of its ejected saliva Normal school to be held at that place,
and food may be the remnants of good from May 20 to July 15, applic
fetid repasts obtained some days pre- able on all points west of El Paao
via Doming to Silver City.
viously from the filthiest places.
Game Warden and Elks
Moreover, the sticky, gluey cushions upon a fiy's feet are literally
Speaking of the securing of elks for
aiivp and swarming with bacteria and the forest preserves of New Mexico,
filth.
The the game warden of this state wrote
v. a: ;;ful
act of a fly walking upside a letter some three weeks ago to Con
c(' ' a ia due to this mucilagenious ma-- t gressman II. B. Fergusson, regarding
In reply Mr. Fergusson
;i present upon the insect's feet the matter.
"1 have received your letter of
The. footpads of a fly are so gluti-neii- s says:
that they take up part of any- recent date with reference to your de Alifctime of disfigurement and sufferthing with which they come in con- sire to procure 50 elks from the gov ing often results from the neglect, in
tact. Every known disease germ and ernment to plant in New Mexico. 1 infancs' ircbildhoodjofsimplt: skip afcuntagion has been recovered from l ave taken up the matter with the de fect icnii. In the prevention and treatthe sole of a fly's foot.
partment, and hope to be able to ad ment of minor eruptions and in the
vise you fully In a few days."
ion of permanent skinandhair
"A Million at One Blow."
Eromot
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
In a recent bulletin Issued by the
Since the abiding places of the mus-- a
domcstica are stables, barns, ma- American Game Protective and Propa- Ointment arc absolutely unrivaled.
nure heaps, rubbish boxes, outhouses gation association is the following bit Cuticura Soap and Ointment aolfi throughout the
virid. T.iljtfrfil Fitmi'l of euch nmilwl lrt,o, with
and a"? dw.rJng; animal or vegetable that is of interest on this subject:
book. AfUlrews "Cutioura," Dopt. 4. Horton.
ondor-- atfKl men xhave In comlort with OutU
big eura Soap Shaving Stick. Zxs. JUberai
iiiatii'f. von may wcli imagine when "SportsmenV and particularly
samplo frua '
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to 30 per cent suffer from nervous
disorders.
Laws providing for medical inspection are needed, uavs a renort of the
Sage Foundation, because experience
lias demonsrated that efficient medical inspection betters health conditions among school children, safeguards them from disease, and renders them healthier, happier and more
vigorous.
Supreme Court Cases
S. S. Hillard, appellee, vs. Insurance
Company of North America, appellant. Appeal from district court, Socorro county. No, 15G1.
This cause was on motion of appellee by his attorney, J. G. Fitch, dismissed for the failure of appellant to
file briefs within the time prescribed
by the rule. A motion for reinstatement was made by the appellant and
the said motion denied.
Syllabus
follows:
1.
A cause, dismissed upon motion
of appellee, for failure of appellant
to file and serve briefs, within the
time required by rule of court, wilt
not be reinstated upon the dockdt,
where the only showing made, excusing such default and failure to apply
for an extension of time within which
to file briefs, was, that attorney for
appellant had been engaged in the
trial of cases almost continuously in
the district court.
2.
Where a party has failed to file
briefs, within the time required, the
order of dismissal goes as a matter of"
course, uion motion of the other party, and no notice need be given to the
party in default.
J. G. Daily, et al plaintiffs in error,
vs. Nathaniel C. Foster, defendant in
eror. No. 1474. Appeal from district
court, liernalillo county.
Opinion handed down Jlay 0, 1913,
affirming the judgment of thecourt
below.
Syllabus follows:
X.
Where
property is purchased,
and the stock of a corporation is issued in payment therofdr, under Sec.
55, Chap. 79, Laws 1005, and a question arises as to whether the stock so
issued is fully paid, ;ud the court is
called upon to determine the value of
the property taken in exchange lor
such stock, and the bona fides of the
transaction, the truo criterion is the
"actual cash value" of the property,
:.ntl the honest judgment of the direc
tors thereon.
.2. The "actual cash value" of prop- perty is the price which it will bring
in a fair market, after fair and reasonable efforts have been made to find
a purchaser who will give the highest
price.
3. Where the burden of proof is
on the plaintiff, and judgment is entered for the defendant, the presumption is that the court found all the
material issues in favor of the defendant.
4.
Findings of fact can not be aid
ed by inference or intendment, and
silence upon a material point must
be regarded as a finding against the
party having the burden
5. A party who does not request
the court to find upon a nartieula
issue and who makes no objection
at the time, to the failure of the
court to find thereon, waives thereby
all objection to the deficiency of the
findings in that respect.
Mandamus
The Stale of New Mexico, ex rel.,
Kate May Divelbllss, relator, vs. Her
bert F. Kaynolds, Judge, etc., respon

ent.

No. 1552.

proceedings in mandamus
instituted by relator to compel re
spondent to settle and sign a bill
Original

El
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SATURDAY EVPNING

7:00 TO 9:00 O'CLOCK
Another Saturday evening sale vith six big, exceptional bargains for those who desire
most for their money.

Uie

FOR CASH
SILK PETTICOATS $1.75

Brookes.
Foreign Corporations Admitted
Two foreign corporations have been
admitted by the corporation commission to do business in this slate. One
of the companies is the Otis Elevator
company, a Texas concern, (of Houston, capitalized at $50,000.
The. principal offices in New Mexico will be at
Suit
in the Catron block in this
city, and the principal agent for this
state is Frank J. Lavan.
The Glendale Power company of
Wyoming, has also been admitted
The state offices will be located in So
corro, with James G. Kiteh as agent.

$1.50 HOUSE DRESSES 98c

Good Silk Petticoats

of charmeuse, taffeta or
messaline, all desirable colors, well and neatly made, for Saturday evening only
$1,75

One lot of Percale House Dresses, well made
and neatly 'trimmed with embroidery inser1 98c
tion and piping, worth $1.50, special

72x90 10RN SHEETS 47c

CHILDREN'S

Full sized 72x90 Torn Sheets of good quality,
seamless, good sized hem", worth' 6fu each,
i
pacial, each, special, each
FIVE

47c

10c HAIR NETS 25c

SUITS

FOR

ounce bottle of good Peroxide of HyA full
drogen, sold everywhere at 10c a bottle,
4c
special, per bottle
4

Lq3 Vsas'LoadingSforo

Hi
Established

This company is capitalized at

PRINTZESS

wemuma s dm

WOMEN

SUITS

FOR

WOMEN

South SidaWaja.

1862

$100,-

19c

4c

10c BOTTLE PEROXIDE

of extra size,
all colors, worth regularly 10c each, special
for Saturday evening, 5 for.,
10c

WOOLTEX

19c

25c ROMPERS

One lot of Children's Rompers, made from blue
or pink checked gingham, sizes 2, 4 and 6
years, worth 25c each, special

Well woven pure Silk Hairnets

-

000.

$1,850

In the whole
f moltcine
'ieid
there is not a healing remedy that
will repair damage to the fiesh more
than BALLARD'S
SNOW
quickly
LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains,
burns, scalds, and rheumatism, its
healing and penetrating power is ex
traordinary. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

,

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las Vegas AotemobHe
Phjne Main 344,

Drug Co.

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund money
If PAZO OINTMENT
fails to cure
any case of Itching, Blind,' Bleeding
or Protrding Piles In 6 to 14 days.

Mb.

VBSI3 BIS8I

OVERLAID MODF.L 59

Barbed wire cuts, ragged wounds,
collar and harness galls heal un
SNOW
quickly when BALLARD'S
LINIMENT is applied. It is both healing and antiseptic.
Price 25c. 50c
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central

50c.

hi

FOLLY EOOiPFEB

,

SOUTH CAROLINA ODD FELLOWS.
Andrson, S. C, May 9 The South
Carolina grand lodge of Odd Fellows
convened in annual session here today
with a large attendance of prominent
members of the order from all parts
of the state. The city is profusely
decorated in honor of the visitors.
The grand lodge sessions will continue over tomoiTOw.

Machine

&

Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Hrtps

The spring months
woman tired out, with
hips and head, nervous
Folep Kidney Pills will

often find a Try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red
pain in back, Cross Drug Store.
and Sleepless.
Sallow complexion is due to a torquickly prove
their worth and value as a heater of pid liver.
HERBINE
purifies and
all kidney and bladder ailments and strengthens the liver and bowels and
irregularities. They are a splendid restores the rosy bloom of health to
remedy for rheumatism, clearing the the cheelc. Price 50c. Sold by Cenuric acid from the joints and system. tral Drug Co.'

4

'Hint

I
J

exceptions.
Syllabus:
Mandamus will not lie to compel
district judge to sign and settle'
ma oi exceptions, where such bill was

not tendered until after the return
day of the appeal, as the trial judge
is not authorized to settle a bill of
exceptions tendered less than ten
days before the return day.
National Defense Trophy
The E. I. du Pont de Nemours
Powder company has presented to the
National Guard of New Mexico a national defense trophy (first honors).
(la presenting the national defense
trophy to this state, the company
has two objects in view:
Increasing the number of bona fide
filitary riflemen through out the
state; also raising the standard of excellence where it should be raised, in
the military unit, by creating reasons
for maximum enlistment and an esprit
de corps through unit competition.
The conditions are set forth in Bul
letin No. 3, issued by Adjutant General

OINLY

I
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RED CROSS DRUG CO.

O. G.

SCHAEFER.

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00
V

J. M.

Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
K S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.

LAS VEGAS

Interest Paid Orv Time Deposits

LAS;VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
n

CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

S3O.000 00

Office With the San Miguel National Bank
VVm. Q. HAYDON

H. W. KELLY
D

Vice

T. HOSKINS

President
President
Treasurer

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
t

MEN

COLLEGE

10

BE TRAINED AS

OFFICERS
INVITES UNWAR DEPARTMENT
DERGRADUATES TO ATTEND
SUMMER WAR SCHOOLS.

Washington, May 9. Secretary of
War Garrison and Major General
Leonard Wood have devised a scheme
whereby the war department expects
to train some of the young men of
the country for military service without treading on the toes of the
and without Incurring any
additional expense to the federal gov.
eminent. .
The .scheme provides for the training of university and college students
in the duties which a young officer
in the army would have to perform,
particularly in times of war.
The war department will establish
this summer two experimental military camps, one at Gettysburg and
the other at the Presidio of Monterey, Cal.
To these two camps will be sent
students from universities and colleges and trained officers of the army,
the former to. undergo instruction and
the latter to act as instructors. Speaking of the object of the camp, General
Wood said:
"The object of these camps is primarily to increase the present inadequate personnel of the trained military reserve of the United States by
a class of men from; whom, in time
of a national emergency, a large proportion of the commissioned officers
will probably .be drawn, and upon
whose military judgment at such a
time the 'lives of many other men will
in a measure depend.
"The object 'sought is not in any
way one of military aggrandizement,
but a means of meeting a vital need
confronting a peaceful, unmilitary,
though warlike, nation to preserve
that desired peace and prosperity by
the best known protection namely, a
more thorough preparation and" equipment to resist any effort to break
such peace."
Recruiting Students.
The plan devised for the experimental camps calls for voluntary ser
vice on the part of all
students over 17 years of age. Those
attending the camp at Gettysburg
will be, drawn from the following universities and colleges not having military instructors: Yale, Georgetown,
able-bodi- ed

Georgia

School

of Technology,

Bow-doi- n

Johns Hopkins, Amherst, Dartmouth, Harvard, Williams, Princeton,
Cornell, Columbia, Syracuse, University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania
State, Brown, University of Tennessee, Washington and I.ee and the University of Virginia.
Universities and colleges having
United States army officers as military instructors: Connecticut Agricultural College, Delaware College, University of Florida, Georgia Military
College at Milledgeville, Marist College at Atlanta, North Georgia Agri-

Rheumatic Blood
is While Story
Lumbago, and
Dreaded Articular
Rheumatism
Cured,

Sciatic,

Von

Will Feel I.Ike an Acrolmt After

I blB

There

S. S. S.

host of pills, powders,
for rheumatism,
tablets and what-nn- t
but they all luck the first essential to
being a natural medicine. To begin
with, rheumatism is simply a name
given to designate a variety of pains,
and can only bo reached by Irrigating the entire blood supply with a
naturally assimilative antidote. True,
the pains may be e;;.;ed with narcotics or the acids may be neutralized
for the time being. But such methods
merely temporize and do not even lead
to a cure. There is but one standard
rheumatism remedy, and is sold In all
drug stores under the name' of S. S. S.
It contains only pure vegetable
elements and is absolutely free of mercury, iodide of potash or arsenic, and
hus proved a wonder for every form
of rheumatism.
The recoveries of all types of rheumatism by tike use of S. S. S. Is a fine
tribute to the natural efficacy of this
remarkable medicine, for It is assimilated just as naturally, just as specifically, and Just as well ordained as the
most acceptable, most palatable and
most readily disrested food.
To not
fail to fref a bottle of S. S. R
You will be astonished at the results,
tf your rheumatism is of such a nature
that you would like to consult a gTPat
specialist confidentially, write to The
Medical Dept., The Swift Specific Co.,
137 Swift Bldff., Atlanta, Ga.
Is

a

y.

ff
M

Bottle

A

i

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey In
your home for sudden use.
The Journal, a leading medical
good whiskey
paper, advises
among other home remedies
be
should
that
kept handy in
case of emergency.
.9.
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mi Whiskey
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is made for medicinal purposes
only; for use in the home, hospital and sickroom. It is used
end prescribed by doctors,
$1.00 a bottle, at most
Druggists, Grocers, Dealers
The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co.,
isochesur, N. Y.

e.
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cultural College, Gordon Institute at
Barnesville, University of Georgia,
and the Georgia Military Academy,
State University o Kentucky and the
Kentucky Military Institute, University of Maine, St. John's College at
Annapolis and the Maryland Agricultural College, Massachusetts Agricultural College and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, the Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, New Hampshire College of Agriculture, Rutgers of New Jersey, College of St. Fran is Zavier, New York
City; St. John's School at Manilus,
N. Y.; New York Military Academy at
;
Bingham
School at Asheville, N. C; NorthCaro-lin- a
College of Agriculture and Me-

Cornwall-on-the-Hudso-

n

chanical Arts at West Raleigh, Pennsylvania Military College at Chester,
Rhode Island State College, Clemson
Agricultural College and the Citadel
Military Academy in South Carolina,
Columbia Military Academy, Swanee,
Tennessee Military Institute and the
Nniversity of Tennessee, Norwich
University, University of Vermont,
and the State Agricultural College,
Virginia Military Institute, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute, Fork Union
at Fork Union,
Military Academy
Va.; University of West Virginia.
Letters to the presidents of the institutions calling upon them to bring
the matter before the student body
and issue a call for volunteers have
been sent out by General Wood's office. It is expected that the "call to
arms" will result in about two thousand of the healthiest or the college
boys donning khaki and shouldering
a gun.
What They Must Do.
Here is what the students are being
told in the letters sent to the presidents of the schools.
"All students over 17 years of age
and physically qualified volunteering for this instruction, and who are
properly recommended by the officer
detailed as military Instructor, at the
institution, or the president of the
same where no such officer is detailed, will be allowed) to participate In
the camp of Instruction under the following provisions:
"That their attendance at the camp
will be for the entire period, unless
compelled by actual necessity to leave
before that time.
"That they will render themselves
during this period subservient to the
rules and regulations of military discipline, the commanding officer havdiscontinue their ating authority
tendance upon violation thereof.
"That the expense or transportation to and from camp,' cost of uniform needed two pair of breeches
of khaki, hat, leggings, olive drab
shirt (about $7.66 per man) and subsistence (about 1.74 per week) will
be borne by the student, the same to
be deposited in advance with the
proper officer.
"That the government will furnish
without cost to the student, same to
be turned in upon
completion of
camp work, the following: Cots, blankets, mosquito bars or nets, tentage,
cooking outfits; also a complete Infantry equipment for each man and
other articles of the quartermaster's
are needed.
or ordinance stores
"That the government will provide
the necessary personnel for instruction, organization and sanitation,"
The camp at Gettysburg National
park will be held1 from July 7 to Aug-UThe one at the Pre
29, Inclusive.

sidio of Monterey, Cal., from July 1
to August 29,inclusive.
Students volunteering for instruction will not be compelled to under
go the rigors the enlipted man does
in regular f camp and garrison work.
That is, they will not be called upon
to do guard duty or their own coot
ing.
The students will be divided1 into
companies of about 150 men each.
With each company there will be de
tailed one or more commissioned officers of the regular army to act as

THAW SAYS CHILD COLLEGE
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York,
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tronly style, was apparently happy in
her son's company Saturday. He is
a lusty little fellow, with black curly
hair and large, black eyes.
It must be admitted, moreover, that
Master Russell Thaw "Pom-Pom- "
to
his admiring mother has a distinct
and well developed temper of his
own.
One might say, looking at the boy,
with his rather large head and big
eyes and somewhat pate race and noting a display of his temper, that there
was more or less resemblance in him
to Harry K. Thaw. Upon this point,
however, Mrs. Thaw will Bay nothing.
It can be stated positively, however,
that should Harry K, Thaw die pro
ceedings would be begun In court at
once to establish Kussell Thaw's
right to succeed to Mr. Thaw's es-

TEXAS PRODUCTS FOR HHTi.
Galveston, Tex., May 9. Longstanding efforts on the part of the
business interests of Texas to divert
through the port of Galveston at least;
a part of the business of the Carri-bea-

were brought a step nearer realization today, when the steamship
Viator of the United Steamship company cleared from this port for Haiti.
This ship is laden with the products
of Texas packing bouses and outputs
of Texas wholesalers. It is the first
full cargo in many years that aleared
direct for Haiti from Galveston.
ARBOR DAY IN MICHIGAN.

Lansing, Mich., May 9. Arbor and
Bird
day vas generally observed
Health a Factor In Success.
liio state of Mclean toto
throughout
contrlbutlne
larcroat
fnctor
Tko
Jl"0
Leaith.
the
planting of tries pud
day by
a man's success is undoubtedly
It has been observed that a man is- shrubB and the holding of special
seldom sick when his bowels are regin me public schn'.s.
wrII when they are
,,lr ho la Tiovcr
For' constipation you
constipated.
will find nothing quite so gooa a
not
Chamberlain's Tablets. They
only move the bowels but improve
dithe appetite and strengthen the
deal'1
gestion. They are sold by all
-

WliiwemoTes
Shoe Polishes

-

FINEST QUALITY

man living at Auburn, New York,
had a severe 8ttack of kidney land
A

bladder trouble. Being a working
man, not wanting to lose time, he
cured himself completely by using
Foley Kidney Pills. A year later he
says: "It is a pleasure to report that
the cure was permanent" His name
is J. A. Farmer. O. G. Schaefcr and
Red Cros3 Drug Store.

below

general in character. The symptoms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice free,
may address Dr. Lewlr Baker, ColSts., Daylege Bldg., Collego-Elwooton, O., enclosing ; elf-a- dressed
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must he given, but
only initials or fictitious name w"l
be used in my answers. The preany
scriptions can be filled
Any druggist
drug store.
can order of dealer.

V

HOW VASSAR STUDENTS WITHOUT MEANS WORK THEIR WAY
THROUGH SCHOOL

r

d

May y. That Evelyn
Nesbit Thaw expects to have to make
a tight to prove that Harry K. Thaw
is the father of her 2',fc year-olson,
Russell, was indicated in a statement
Saturday that she could prove the
boy's parentage.
"1 know what the elder Mrs. Thaw's
attitude toward mo is," she said on
the Olympic, before she sailed for an
indefinite stay abroad. "Mrs. Thaw
hates me. They have cut off my allowance from Harry's estate. That
was unjust, but I can get along without it, though it would be of advantage to me in pursuing my work in
sculpture. Eat I can support myself.
i do intend, however, to protect thj
interests pf ;ny son.
"I have made no secret of my P'jiii-PoPretty soon I am going to hao
his picture taken sitting on my lap,
and the newspapers can i.ave it If
You canthey want it. Why not?
not imagine what a solace he has
been to me.
He has changed my
whole life."
The fact of Mis. Thaw's motherhood had been known for more than
a year to her intimate friends.
Mrs. Thaw, still strikingly beautiful, though in a more mature and ma.New

a--

The great calamity in vr.naha was
quickly overshadowed by the terribly
disastrous floods in Ohio. Great sufand
fering and .sickness from eclds
Cal2217
L.
Poole,
exposure resulted.
writes: "My
ifornia
St. Omana,
daughtr had a very severe cough and
cold but Foley's Honey and Tar Compound knocked It out in no time."
Refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaerer
and Red Cross Drug Store.

'

PROBLEM

tate as his heir.
Harry Thaw gave out this state
ment at Matteawan Asylum:
"I am not interested In Mrs. Evelyn Nesbit Thaw's concerns in any
Rheumatism Quickly Cured. ,
way and did' not know she was going
att"My sister's husband had
abroad.
We no longer have anything
ar-ir
his
in
arm,"
rheumatism
nf
common.
in
New
of
writes a well known resident
ton, Iowa. "I gave him a oouie oi
"Any pretense that! I have a child
Chamberlain's Liniment which he born in 1910 is ridiculous and false,
next
applied to his arm and on the
as Mrs. Evelyn Nesbit Thaw and I
morning the rheumatism was gone." have been
absolutely separated for
For chronic muscular rheumatism you
will find nothing better than Cham- over five years. You newspaper men
berlain's Liniment. Sold by ail deal- know this; consequently it is unnecers.
essary for me to say more."
THREE UNIVERSITIES RACE.
Boston, Mass., May 9 Lovers of
aquatic sports are looking forward
with interest to the big triangular
varsity boat race which is to take
place here tomorrow over the Charles
river course. The contestants will
be the varsity eights of Harvard,
and Prlncton. As a
Pennsylvania
the rowing sudetermine
means to
eastern unithe
big
among
premacy
versities the race is regarded as the
tre
leading event of the year, with
single exception of the Poughkeepsle
regatta. Each of the three crews is
a
reported in excellent condition and
exis
contest
close and interesting
pected to result.

A
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HIS WIFE FORSEES DENIAL OF
PARENTAGE OF HER SON

KUiSELL,

ThePoCTOR'S

SOLVE LIVING

sor

instructors. Speaking of the instruc
tion which will be given the students,
General Wood said:
No Play About This.
"The instruction and military exercise will be confined, as far as practicable, to the mornings, and take up
about an average of four fours' work
per day. This wi'il be real military
work, not play, and will Include a
practical application of the proper
precautions of health, care of the person, camping and marching and instruction in military policy, miliary
instruction, both theoretical and practical in the actual" handling of troops
in the field under simulated battle
conditions and Instruction In shooting by actual practice on target range.
The afternoons and evenings will, so
far as practicable, with due regard
for proper supervision and military
necessities, be at the srudents' clis-- p
sal."
Those officers at the war department working out the plans say that
the students will have plenty of opportunity for seeing their sweethearts.
The camp will be located near the
city of Gettysburg and in the evenings the students may go into town.
"It is thought," says General Wood,
"that the pian will meet with the approval of the college authorities, the
students and the parents for the following reasons:
"A healthy out, of door life for the
summer vacation and at a less expense than usuat.y Alien away from
home; habits of obedience, command,
ord- - ard personal
the inter sst of ihe loca'ity sc
lected; the mutiai bererit received
mixing
by meeting and inUmniclj
rith students o' ota-i- well known institutions, and the oppoitunity afforded for athletic work, and the kuowl-p'g- e
ga'ned ir l;ia military art
through which, nno.ild their country
at any time stand ir. neel of luiir
services, they will be here.- fitted' to
discharge their duty A certificate
attendance will be given each student
attending the entire camp.
"If the camps experimented with
this summer are a success, camps will
be established every summer in all
departments."

GIRLS

LARGEST

VARIETY

"CILT EDGE" thc only ladies'shoe dressing that
positively contains Oil. Blacks and Polishes ladies'
and children's boots and shoes, shines without rubbing, i!5e. "FRENCH GLOSS." 10c.
"BANOY" combination for cleaning and polishing
all kmdB of russet or tan shoes, aoc. "STAR" size, 10c.
"QUICK WBITE"(in liquid form with sponce) quickly cleans and whitens dirty canvas shoes, ioc. & 26c.
"AI.BO" deans and whitens BUCK, NUBUCK.'
In round white cakes
SUKDE, and CANVAS SDOKS.
packed i n zinc boxes, will sponge, ioc. In handwith
aluminum
boxes,
some, large
sponga, Wic.
the kind yon wwrt. send us
If yonr dealer does not Ireep si&e
tue price in stftmpsfor full
charges paid.
20-2-

wnrrrEwoE bros.

"To many girls of limited resources
who are considering how they can go
f "
to college the phrase 'working one's
way' was au alluring sound. But it
reads better than it really works out.
It is the experience of Vassar students that no girl ever really earns
her way through college, though she 'V-.- i
may do something toward it."
"Distress" writes: "My hair is so
This is the dictum of a young woand straggling I wisn you could
oily
man who professes to know what she
tell me something to make it soft
is talking about...
"It is not alone the poor girl at Vas- and fiuffy. It makes me positively
sar who darns stockings, makes can- homely. I also have a great deal of

'

and means.'
"Darning stocks, sewing on dress
braid, polishing shoes and mending
have always been considered way3
by which a girl at college can earn
money. There Is really not much of
this kind of work done at Vassar, however, although you may find one notice at least on each bulletin board
reading like this:
Start the semester right! Have your
mending done over the week end at
. Stockings darned, 5c pair, other
things in proportion. Also silver
cleaned, dishes washed. Very low
prices.
"Or you may chance upon this busl
nesslike sign:
Shoes polished. Tan. oc pair. Cleaned and polished, 10c pair.
"With the added information that if
you will write your name on the slip
below your shoes will not only be
polished, but called for and returned
as well.
"One southern girl last summer sold
ice cream cones and found the demand for them great. The bakeries'
furnished the Ice cream at a price
that enabled her to net a fair profit.
Business grew so that she had to employ assistants.
"A Vassar girl has been known to
earn money by renting her bicycle at
15 cents an hour, cycling being very
uopular at Vassar.
"Around Christmas time quite a few
girls make dainty little articles out of
bits of luce and ribbon, which they
sell to their classmates for Christmas
fvifts.
Nearly every student volunteer to dress one of the large num
ber of dolls which the College Chris-tioassociation sends to New York
for poor children every year, and quite
a few offer to dress the dolls of thair
friends af 50 cents per
doll, material included.
"Perhaps the largest number of
girls make a business of selling candy, sandwiches and cake. All the
cooking and baking is done in the
candy kitchen which the college pro
vides for the use of the girls. The
products are placed in a large glass
case installed last year by the Stu
dents' association. The rule is 'Help
yourself, and don't forget to leave
your money behind in the cup provid
ed for that purpose.'
"About 25 girls assist in the collego
library, doing shelf work, waiting on
the desk at noon, labelling books, past
ing in book plates, etc. For this they
get from 15 cents to 25 cents an hour.
One girl once earned $25 in a month
for this kind of work.
t
"Then there is the Press board,
which proves quite remunerative to
some girls, besides giving
practical
The Press
experience in Journalism.
board aims to supply the newspapers
through its reporters with news of
college events. The local papers take
a column or bo a week. Some of these
girls make from $50 to $73 a winter.)
"Acting as monitors in large classes or in chapel, assisting in the laboratories, typewriting or doing private
secretary work for a professor are
other means of adding to a college
nirls' income. Tutoring is quite profitable, but the number of pupils a
student can take is limited, and she
must first be recommended by her
instructor.
"These are some of the ways by
which the bright, ambitious girl at
Vassar earns money. Perhaps more
important than the money is the experience she gains; this may have
been the first time she has ever come
in contact with the cold world of
n

over-rushe- d

"

WANTED

Old raes.

Optic office.

well-stocke-

leads to more serious trouble, very
frequently appendicitis is caused by
thi3 neglect. Begin at once and take
tablets triopeptine. These are pack
ed in sealed cartons with full direc
tions for taking.

Answer:
Many women would be
"Laura S." writes: "I am so tired
more beautiful if they had soft, fluffy
hair. I can tell you a very simple and nervous all the time that I can
remedy, one that will make your hair scarcely drag one foot after the other.
soft and fluffy. It wil'i cure dandrufr, It is very hard for me as I have to

fair-size- d

a coM

Albany Streot,
Cambrkfoa, Mass.
The Oldist and Ijirgesl Mannfacinrera of
Shoe Polishes in the World.

't

dandruff."

dy, or otherwise employs her leisure
moment in a scrambling after dollars,"
she says. "The New York City girl
allowance quite as
with a
often is in need of money as ber sister from upstate who borrowed the
wherewithal to come. She does not
need it as badly, but she needs it,
although she is not necessarily extravagant. Accordingly at times she
must use her brains in devising 'way3

9

d

appetite is also very poor.
Answer: What you need is a good
tonic restorative treatment. Take the
tonic prescribed below and you will
soon be Btrong and healthy and wilf
not have that tired feeling. Your
work will become a pleasure to you.
"Fred W." writes: "I suffer with Syrup of hypophosphites comp. 5 ozs.,
headache, Indigestion, nervous de- tincture cadomene, 1 oz., mix, and
bility and am a'iso thin almost to the take a teaspoonful before each meaL
danger point. What can be done for This should be continued for several
me?"
weeks until you feel perfectly strong.
m
Answer: You can very readily overcome these difficulties by using
Mrs. W. W. C. asks: "Can I safely
e
three-graitablets. They take off 40 pound3 of fat? I welgn
are put up in sealed cartons with full ISO pounds; too much for my height"
directions. These are highly recom
Answer: Yes; you can by taking,
mended by physicians, and if used
as
per the directions which accomaccording to directions you will soon
arbolene tablets, put up
pany
be rid of headache, your indigestion
sealed
tubes
and sold by
in
will be gone and you will gain from
druggists. They are safe for any
30
These
tablets
10 to
pounds.
to take.
should be taken regularly for several fleshy person
on
gainmonths, and you can depend
"Anna R." writes: "I have taken
ing flesh.
medicine
from several doctors for
trouble and constiand
liver
kidney
'
"Lie-eso
"I
tried
have
iwrlies:
not seem to help
does
but
it
many remedies for rheumatism that pation,
skin
is sallow, I have
all.
me
at
My
I am almost afraid to try aay more,
but if you can tell me a sure cure I constant headaches, and dizzy spells.
What shall I do?"
will try it."
Answer: The best remedy that I
Answer: Do not be disheart3iied
know
for your trouble la three grain
to
able
been
not
because you have
) .
find something that would cure your sulpherh tablets (not sulphur tablets
with
tubes
sealed
in
are
These
packed
rheumatism for you can be cured if
full directions. Most of the remedies
you will taice wit it I teli cu. Get
b
from the drug stove. j:;t":de of rctas- only relieve, but if you take the
for
a
tablets
regularly
4
2
sium,
dram; sofiuni salicylate
you will be cured. This will
t'rams; wine of colchicum, one half
blood and your skin will
the
oz
1
purify
fluidbalmwort,
oz.; comp.
look.
sallow
lose
that
1
and
essence
oz.;
syr
cardiol,
comp.
up sarsapari'ila, 5 ozs. Mix and take
"Busy Mother" Bedwetting can be
a teaspoonful before going to bed.
easily cured In children by giving
the following: Tincture cubobs,
them
suffered
"I have
"Fern" writes:
2
with a bad cough for some time and 1 dram; tincture rhus aromatic,
1
fluid
halmwort,
and
comp.
I am also weak and tired most of the drams,
In
time which I think is due to the oz. Give from 10 to 15 drops
meal.
each
an
before
hour
water
severe coughing. Can you give me a
remedy?"
Doctor: "I have a very bad case of
Answer:
Yes, your weakness Is
stomach
due to the coughing, but you can be catarrh of the head and my
I
are
affected.
blood
and
bowels,
Get a
cured by using the following:
would like a cure."
2
oz. package of essence mentho-laxen- e suffer greatly and
A. G.: Local treatment should be
and make according to directions on the bottle, then take a
used as follows: Get 2 ozs. of antievery hour or two until the septic Vilane powder. Use a half
cough Is cured. This makes a full teaspoonful to a pint of warm water;
pint of the very best and safest cough snuff the water from the palm of the
syrup. If your druglst does not have hand through the nostrils two or three
mentho-laxen- e
have him order it for times a day. Then make a catarrh
wholesale
firms.
iba'im by mixing a level teaspoonful
of
the
you
of Vilane powder with one ounce of
Doctor: What can 1 take for a vaseline or lard and apply to the nosbad easel of Indigestion. I have suf- trils as far up as possible. Also take
fered with It for many years and a teaspoonful four times daily of the
Syrup sarsapari'ila comp.
nothing I take he'ips at all. I am also following.
4 ozs.; comp. fluid balmwort, 1 oz.;
bothered with constipation."
Answer: You should not neglect fluid ext. buchu, 1 oz. Mix and shake
indigestion and constipation as it well.
work.

itching scalp and lustreless and falling hair. Ask your druggist for a 4
oz. jar of plain yellow minyol and
use according to directions, and you
will be surprised to note the difference in your hair.
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THIS INTERESTS EV ?.Y WOMAN
READY FOR KENTUCKY DERBY.
!
A family doctor said recently that
The
great-9,
May
Louisville, Ky.,
est turf event of the year, and the women come to him thinking that

"

.

richest Kentucky Derby ever contest-- !
running of that
ed, the thirty-nintevent, at a mile and a quarter for the
s
of Amer-cream of the
lea, will take place at Churchill
Downs tomorrow, marking the open
ing of the spring meeting of the
Louisville Jockey club.
Hitherto, the richest Derby was
that of 1890, won by Riley, and worth
to the winner $5,460. This year the
event will be richer even than in the
year that the son of Longfellow led
his field home. The pick of the
are entered in the event,
but Hawthorne, the most phenomenal
horse of the year, continues a decided favorite in the betting.
There are thirteen
days' racing
scheduled and, with the fastest
horses in America now quartered in
the stables, the track in esce'ilent
purses
condition and substantial
promised for each day, the management expects one of the best meetings in recent years.
h

1

three-year-old-

three-year-ol-

;

they have female trouble; but when
he treats them for their kidneys and
bladder they soon recover. This is
worth knowing and also that Foley
Kidney Pills are the best and safest
medicine at such times. They are
tonic in action, quick In results. They
will help you. O. G. Schaefer and Res'
Cross D"ug Store.
Most Prompt and Effectual
Bad Colds.
When you have a bald
want a remedy that will not
relief, but effect a prompt

Cure for
coid you
only give

and permanent cure, a remedy that is pleasant to take, a remedy that contains
Chamberlain's
injurious.
nothing
Cough Remedy meets all thosa requirements. It acts on nature's plan,
relieves the lungs, aids expectoration,
opens the secretions and restores try
system to a healthy condition. TMa
remedy has a world wide sale and
use, and can always be depended
upon. Sold by all dealers.
Subscribe for The Optic
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, May 9. Failure of the
market to respond to the exceptionally favorable crop reports of yesterday encouraged the bear traders today, and when it became apparent af-

few

days.
"Yes, those were the days of Indian
fights. I never was In "but of them.
Abe Staab and I and another fellow

DON'T SPEND

came out here together. We came
with a pack train then. That's the
way folks often came, and had the
protection of quite a company. The
only time I was ever in a brush with
the Indians was when I went back
east to visit. I remember one coach
started from the Fonda and made
UlIOUSQ 11
cf,o ou men YC
followed and met them there. We noticed a lot of mules near there and
the next day we started out with two
coaches and an escort of soldiers, a
lot of Indians were met, who had;
rounded up the mules and were drlv-- ,
lug them toward the hills. They sent!
part of their number to fight, and ev- ery one of us was armed. Heads popped out of the stage coach windows
and then before the Indians got up to
where we were a defense was formed
by driving the coaches together. The
skirmish did not, lust long, and the
Indians soon beat a retreat, but we
did not get the mules.
"I used to like to see a. rooster fight
in those days. There were a lot of
boys who liked to see them and we
used to train them, too. A few days
ago I met an old timer here and we
recalled those old times and he Bald
that the first time that he ever saw
me was at a cock fight. Those were
in the days before there were any
banks and when merchants used to
hide their money In cellars, or carry
it. around on their persons.
Yet, I
remember the old fort, and in fact the
fort in the old days about took up all
the space around tfie plaza. The old
land marks have changed entirely, but
the Fonda remains, and it is too bad
to see it go to ruin."

Your Time and Strength Cleaning House
In the Old Way

j

Entored at the postoffice at East
Vegas, New Mexico, for transmission through the United States
malls as second class matter.

Las

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, by Carrier
-- ? .06
Par Copy- 15
Week
One
05
One Month
7.5C
One, Year
Dally, by Mall
:

?6.0

One Year.:
Six Months,.

3.00

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
..$2.00
One Year
Six Months
$1-0-

for Mail Subscriptions.)
Remit by draft, check or money or.
dor. If sent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on
(Cash in Advance
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ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

Let the VACUUM CLEANER do it for you in
a few hours without displacing a single article
of

dust and dirt removed by drawing it
through a' hose connected with a machine outside of the house by means of a gasoline engine- All

H. E. WHITE
Main

TODAY'S BASEBALL
League
Chicago at Brooklyn; clear.
Pittsburgh at Boston; rain.
Cincinnati at New York; clear.
St. Louis at Philadelphia; cloudy.
American League
Washington at Chicago; cloudy.
New York at Detroit; cloudy.
Philadelphia at St. Louis; clear.
Boston at Cleveland; cloudy.
American Association
Columbus at Louisville; clear.
Toledo at Indianapolis; cloudy.
Minneapolis at Milwaukee; cloudy.
St. Paul at Kansas City; clear.
Western League
St. Joseph at WTichita; clear.
Ues Moines at Topeka; clear.
Sioux City at Denver; rain.
Omaha at Lincoln; rain.

'

NEWS DEPARTMENT

FRIDAY,
W

MAY

ft,

Main i
Main 9

1913.

ILL LKAI) TO WAR

The peasant players of Oberamer-gaare announced to open their second engagement in New York at the
Irving Place theater in the near

u

Philip Bartholmae's new farce to
street
BASEBALL.
be produced at the Forty-eightYESTERDAY'S
has
New
in
National League
York,
September,
theater,
At Brooklyn Brooklyn, 2; Chicago,
been given the title "Kiss Me Quick."
Fred Stone is going to Wyoming
this summer. Dave Montgomery will
At Boston Boston, 6; Pittsburgh,
woods and Elsie
go to the Maine
Janis will motor through. Europe. She
At New York -- Cincinnati, 4; New
will sai't in June.
York, 0,
Carlotta Nillson is shortly to apAt Philadelphia -- St. Loirs, 5 Phil- pear in a new play by Legrand How-lan- adelphia, 4.
called "Deborah." In her supAmerican League
At Chicago Chicago, 10; Washingport will be Frank Gillmore, Elliott
Dexter and Isabella Lee. '
ton, 5.
It is reported in the west that
At Detroit Detroit, 3; New York, 1.
Charles Frohman intends to elevate
At St. Louis Philadelphia, G; St.
Mary Boland to the stellar ranks next Ixniis, 3.
season. He will get a play for her
At Cleveland
Cleveland, 3; Boston,
while abroad this summer.
o.
h

is it not as plain as a pikestaff that
the formal celebration of a century of
peace between two nations is bound
xo lead to bloodshed? It is upon that
foundation of Cubist logic that British
suffragettes and laborites and Irish
reconciliation are protesting against
the contemplate.! ceremonies in con
nection with the hundredth anniver
sary of the signing of the Treaty of
Client. We don't imagine that "General" Drummond and her followers are
really convinced that an affirmation
of
amity will mean
war with Germany. It is simply too
good, an opportunity for throwing a
lew stones through a window, and if
It happens to be the windows of the
temple of peace, that doesn't matter.
To sabotage a peace mission is piquant novelty and good advertising.
Keeping this fact in mind, we may
eteer our way 'through the argument
that the peace of the world is promoted by warship competition and
that the peace of the world is endangered when two nations express the
desire to live at peace with each other. New York post.
'

Anglo-Americ-

d

Julian Eltinge is to impersonate a
suffragette. His new play has been
named "Miss Swift, of New York."
It has been written in a comic vein
by Mr. Eltinge and Gus Steely.
Oliver Norosoo has placed J. Hartley Manners' "The Honeymoon" In re
hearsal, with Orrin Johnson, Marguerite Leslie, Ada Dwyer and Lennox
Pawle In the principal characters.
Arthur Hammerstein has engaged
Sehnitz Edwards for an important
role in "High Jinks", a new farce
comedy which he will present in Chicago in the fall. It is by Otto Hauer-bac- h
and Rudolf Friml.
WILL TRY TO KEEP
Cecil Cunningham, recently seen in
the prima donna role of "Somewhere
ha3 been addOLD SANTA FE FORT Else" at the Broadway,
ed to the Gilbert and Sullivan Opera
company, for the forthcoming revival
of "Iolanthe."
PIONEER OF ANCIENT CITY TELLS
Lillian Hammerstein announces for
REMINISCENCES
OF AN INnext
Monday the first appearance on
TERESTING NATURE
any stage of the Maclalne of Loch-buithe Scottish laird who arrived
Santa Fe, N. M., May 9. "Abe"
In
this
country recently to try making
Spiegelberg, as he is so familiarly
In vaudeville.
his
fortune
known to so many of the old timers
A single copyright performance of
of Santa Fe, stood with the news man.
will be given by
near the Old Fonda the other night, "The Next Religion,"
at the Hudson
Liebler
the
company
the
fire
had gutted the front,
after
on Thursday afternoon. This
theater
and grew reminiscent. Said heh. .:
by Israel Zangwfil, will be ono
"Something ought to be done to pre- play,next
of
season's attractions In New
serve the old land mark. I can remem- York.
her It when I was a boy. Lots of
Cohan and Harris have made an arin and
things have happened
with George Kleine of
rangement
about that building. Being the termiwill present
nus of the old Santa Fe trail it Is sur- Chicago whereby they a
Kleine-Cine- s
photo-dram"Quo
the
rounded by much that is interesting.
now being shown at the
Vadis,"
When I came here times were live.ly,
in several theaters of
New
and there were hundreds of dollars in the UnitedYork,
States and Canada next
circulation then where there ain't
season.
nickels now. Gambling was wide open
in Santa Fe, and I have seen men. win
I was
?D0,000 on one turn at faro.
"I hear that the Aliens are sepaold
Fonda
the
office
the
of
in
present
rated," said Mrs. Arnold to her husvhen W. R. Rynerson of Las Cruces band.
shot and mortally wounded Colonel
"Yes," replied Arnold, "and after
Slough, who was supreme judge of the separation he sent her a legal
the territory. I don't know now what document giving her control of their
the trouble was about. Rynerson came child."
Into the hotel and told the Judge to
"Oh, James, said the wife with a
refract something, and the Judge re- sigh, "I wish we could get a docuplied that he would take nothing hack, ment that would give us control of
and w!'h that Rynerson shot him In our children."
e,

his-tori-

As-to- r,
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Western League
At Denver

Sioux City, 7; Denver,

At Lincoln
At Topeka

Topeka, 7;

At Wichita

St. Joseph,

4.

6; Lincoln, 4.
Dps Moines,

Omaha,

1.

Wichita

5:

12th

Evening May

Monday

The Event of Many Years

Uignt in iMisirana
By Dr. 3. H. Landau

More than 100 Illustrations.
(Cannibals, Aborigines, Kanakas,
Maoris, Bush Rangers, the Great Cities and Industries of Australia,
the Scenery, Geysers and White Terraces of New Zealand, the Goant

Ferns of Tasmania.)

Australian Songs and Recitations by the well known artists:
Business shrank to insignificant pro
1
portions between and 2 o'clock, deat
about 7,000
features of entertainment arranged ings aggregating only
No fluctuations of conseshares.
for, the delegates and visitors.
quence occurred.
The market closed easy. Prices
were less rigidly held In the closing
hcur.
Steel, Reading, Amalgamated
LABOR WORLD NOTES.
and several others worked to a lower
'
Delaware and Hudson joined
price.
of investment shares, which
the
list
More than 800,000 women are em
new low records.
established
of
the
United
ployed in the Industries
The last sales were as follows:
States.
75
More than 1,000,000 persons are em Amalgamated Copper
HI
.
Sugar
the'
mills
in
Great
of
textile
ployed
99
:...
Atchison
Britain.
161
..
Reading
24
labor has
representa
Organized
95
Pacific
tives in the state legislature of Ohio. Southern
149
Pacific
Union
The Steel and Copper Plate Print60
ers' union has obtained an Increase United States Steel
10G
United
States
Steel,
pfd
of 20 per cent in wages at Pittsburgh.
The next convention of the Sea
Lard. May $10.92; July $10.73;
men's International Union will be held
Offerings and demand were both
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
the provision pit. The mar- September $10. SO.
in
in Seattle,
beginning
light
Washington,
offerChicago, May 9. Scarcity of
Ribs, May $11.45;
July $10.97;
ket was irregular, opening prices benext Monday.
today bettered wheat prices.
ings
2
lower to 5 higher with these September $10.85.
About 18,000 employes in the indeing
July showed the widest range, first figfigures for July: Pork $19.32; lard
pendent iron and steel mills in the ures
higher at.
being V lower to
ribs $11.02. The closng
Youngstovvn, O., district have receiv 88
to 89. An advance to 89 fol- $10.80;
were as follows:
ed a 10 per cent increase in wages.
The labor temple at Vancouver, Briquotations
lowed. The close was firm with May
The creation of a minimum scale of
Septish Columbia,' recently erected, and
Wheat, May 89; July 89;
1 up at 89
and July
up at
wages for women has been demanded
tember 89.
which, with the land on which it
a 89.
by the Chicago city council as
SeptemCorn,
stands, represents an outlay of more
May
July
at
55;
56;
Corn, July opened unchanged
much needed weapon against the soa quarter of a million dollars,
than
567s.
ber
35
to
and went up to 56;. The
cial evil.
Sepowned
is
Oats,
May
July
.by the organized labor of
35;
35;
close' was very strong with July
Porto Rico labor unions demand a
the Trades and Labor
tember
Vancouver,
35.
at
tpA up
law for compensation for injuries and
the controlling intercouncil
carrying
Pork, May $19.26; July $19.25;
Oats, July opened unchanged to 34
hurts received by workmen in the
ests.
to
advanced
and
September $19.07.
35.
course of their work, a law plain and
its
provisions.
precise in
Washington rumors say that PresiA
dent, Wilson will get much of his advice on labor reforms from Interstate
Commerce Commissioner Franklin
Lane, who is an expert on the subject.
The Chicago Federation of Labor
has turned down the plan of its legislative committee to form a powerful
labor lobby at Springfield to work systematically for legislation safeguarding the interests of labor.
Following the German municipal
plan of laying out model allotments
for persons in moderate circumstanA few specials
The values speak for themselves. We quote
ces, th city of Cleveland will allot
to advertise and- - We do as we advertise. If you care to
an entire residence section and may
these prices
prepare plans for a number of dwell-

Chas. Kohn
Chas. O'Malley

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

I

National

PLAYS AND PLAYERS.

TELEPHONES
JirSINKSS OFFICE

GUARANTEED

For Estimates Phone

Advertisers ere guaranteed the
largest daily and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in northern New
Mexico.

furniture.

SATISFACTION

DUNCAN

ter the opening that there was increase in outside buying,
sellliug'
pressure was applied.
The result of this selling was not
large and it becames obvious that
long stock was not being dislodged
and traders reversed their positions.
Efforts to save sent up the list smartly and before noon Reading, Union
Pacific and Southern Pacific sold a
point above yesterday's close.
Weakness of corn stocks was based on developments specifically affecting those issues. Talk of the financial requirements of New York Cen
tral and expectation of a large falling
off in the monthly tonnage figures of
U. S. tSeel influenced the course of
these stocks. Bonds were easy.
Recessions followed the midday rise
in prices. A recation in N. Y. Central
to "99, and American Telephone to
127, both low vrecords, influenced
some professional selling. Rumely
prefered broke nearly four points on
the official announcement of the in
tended delay in acting on the'

Roy Prentice
J. H. Landau

Tickets and Reservations at Murphey's
Drug Store. Tickets 50c and 75c

56.

-

SATURDAY NIGHT AND MONDAY

u

A

ir jcl
AT BACHAR.ACH'3
that talk.

STANDING OF CLUBS
National League.
Won Lost
Club
G
.10
Philadelphia
Chicago
Brooklyn
St. Louis
New York

Pittsburgh

14

9

12

8

.13
10
10

9

Boston

1

Cincinnati

5

9
12
.

12
16

'

American League.
Won Lost

Club

Philadelphia

15

Cleveland

15
12

Washington

14

Chicago
St. Louis
Boston

9

New York

5
10

7

14
13
15

3

16

7

Detroit

3
6

Western League.
Club
Denver
Ft. .Joseph

Lincoln
Omaha ...
Des Moines

Won Lost

'.

15

3

just

save money read every word in this advertisement.

Pet. ings.
.625

At the next trades union congress

.609 in Great Britain, next September, a
.600 movement will be. inaugurated for the
.591 establishment of a trades union bank
.526 on
lines, and the projec.455 tors have no doubt that the enter.368 prise will take definite shape.
.238
The culinary crafts of San Francis-

co have inaugurated a vigorous camPet. paign to secure the 1915 convention
.833 of the Hotel and Restaurant Employ.714 ers' Alliance and Bartenders' Interna.706 tional 'League of America for San

Francisco.
Governor Lister of Washington has
signed the trading stamp bill and
the electrical workers' protection code
.158 bill.
The trading stamp bill requires
any company operating In the state
Pet. to pay an annual license of $6,000 for
.833 each county in which it does business.
.583
.394
.350
.318

13

fi

.684

.....It

7

.611

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK

9

9

Kansas City, May 9. Cattle, receipts 700, including 100 southerns.
Market strong. Native steers $7.25
8.70; southern sleers $67.75; southern cows and heifers $4.507.50; native cows and heifers $i.508.50;
stockers and feeders $6.508; bulls

7

10

Topeka

7

10

Sioux City
Wichita

7

11

.500
.412
.412
.383

2

15

.118

MISSOURI T. P. A. IN SESSION.
Springfield, Mo., May 9. Decorated $5.757.25; calves $6.5010; westas seldom before in her history, ern steers $78.35;
western cows
Springfield extended a royal welcome $4.507.25.
Market 10
today to the many traveling salesHogs, receipts 5,000.
men gathered here for the twenty-thir- d cents higher. Hulk of sales $S.20

annual convention of the Missouri division of the Travelers' Protective association. The exchange of
greetings, the organization of the convention and the presentation of the
officers' annual reports occupied the
Initial sessions today. Tomorrow
will be devoted' largely to several

8.35; heavy $8.15S.30; packers and
butchers $8.20f'8.35; light
8.25
8.40; pigs $fi.757.50.
Market
Sheep,
10,000.
receipts
steady. Muttons $5(5)6.50; Colorado
lambs $G..'0i(i 8.40; range wethers
and yearlings $5.50 7.25;
range
ewes $56.50.
'

Saturday Night Specials, 7 to
Stamped Embroidery Pillow
Cases, each
48o

B5c

Stamped Em-- ,
broidery Combination Suits
'.
. . 7Bo
and Gowns

$1.00

and

'

9-M-

10

ay

$1.25 WASH SILKS

$1.25 and $1.50 MIDDY
BLOUSES

$1.19

65c Stamped Embroidery Corset
Covers, each

49o

Summer
(One to each customer)
Made of Best Galatea Cloth

Wash

Silks,

36

Inches Wide, New Stripes

Per Yard

All Sizes, at

FIRST COMERS

t

08c

FIRST SERVED

Monday

Bargains-A-

Union Suits for Women fine
Low Neck Knee Length AQn
Gauze-""-Lisl-

at

......

Under-ull-

u

vests for women

19c

Sewed Cotton Under- - QCn
3Ejp Long
Uu
rctc for TO7rv,.,

'The

Ladies Home

Patterns

Day -- May 12

ll

25c

fUU

OKn Gauze Lisle Sleeveless

Journal

08c

fi

!)

store

I'v'JVi.i

E.LASVECAS.

25C

6Cp

Children's Iron Clad Hose No.

perpair

Women's Lisle Thread Hose,
19 c
Oneida Brand, per pair
Heavy Silk Sox for Men, extra J On
cofm'pAoWi"

UU

nprnnir

of Quality"
M' ,,.

I9c

.

I

Hit1 J

N.Mf

Opposite

1IO,Cl

five,

rum 1
PERSONALS

A

Full Assortment of

IIIDDY

BLOUSES

in

Aseali hr

the

&

last night for a short business visit

in the city.
Mrs. C. Smyth and Mfs. E. Jansen
of the Mesa were business visitors
in Las Vegas today.
G. A. Foster of Canon City, Colo,
came in last night for a iew days
business visit in this city.
B. R. Bartlett, a Santa Fe official
with headquarters in Topeka, was a
business visitor here today.
W, J. Lucas returned this afternoon
from Wagon Mound where he has
been on a short business visit.
A. E. Stokes of Santa Fe came in
last night from the Capitol City for
a short business visit in Las Vegas.
T. M. Sommers, traveling passenger
agent for the Chicago and Alton Railway company, was a business in Las
Vegas today.
Mrs. George Morrison and cnildreu

Graubarth

NEW IDEA ilk Piltcrm

PHONE MAIN 104

left this afternoon for Denver where
will visit friends and relatives
for several weeks.
Trinidad C. de Baca, game and fish
warden for this state, came In last
night from his headquarters at Santa
Fe for a short business visit.
W. F. Burch, traveling passenger
agent for the Chicago and Great West- em Railway company, was a business
visitor in Las Vegas last evening.
Judge David J. Leahy left this
morning for Santa Fe where he has
been called to sit upon tne supreme
bench of the state in a case in
which one of the justices Is disqual-

HUNTING CLUB TO HAVE they
LOCATION

BEAUTIFUL

A

BUNCH OF LAS VEGAS SPORTS-MEN SECURE LEASE ON
KROENIG'S LAKES.

-

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
club is the name of an exclusive organization of sportsmen and good fellows which has taken a lease upon
2?5 acres of land adjacent to the two
largest of the Kroenig lakes. The
lakes and the land will te maintained
as a game preserve and hunting
ground for the members of the organization.
The club will erect at once a handsome c'iub house near the lakes. Numerous members are planning to
build cottages not far from the central
club house. A caretaker will be employed to reside at the club and take
care of the property. He will be commissioned as a deputy sheriff ana will
also be a game warden.
The club house, boat house and
other Improvements to be erected by
the club will cost several thousands
of dollars. The membership list will
be limited to 25. It has not been
completed as yet, however, although
applictaions received already number
many more than the membership
limit.
The club proposes to make its reserve a. place where the members can
jro to hunt, fish, loaf and have a general good time. There likely will be
golf links and tennis courts in addition to the other equipment. Ttie
wives and daughters of the members,
together with any friends they may
invite, will be welcome at the club at
any time. Men guests, except up.m
occasions when some big function la
given at the club, will be 'limited to
of Las Vegas.
The promoters of the club yesterday secured the signature of J. D.
Hand, owner of the land, to the lease.
They feel fortunate In being able to
secure so beautiful a spot for their
club house. Mr. Hand and his company are rapidly developing the Irrigable land in that neighborhood, and
the club likely will be delightfully situated near beautiful cultivated fields
when the irrigation project Is completed, though it will stll'i be in a wild
and beautiful spot. A new roadway
to the club site will be made at once.
The club members met this morning and elected officers as follows:
president, M. M. Padgett; secretary
and treasurer, Stephen B. Davis, Jr.;
board of trustees, Judge David J.
Leahy, Harry W. Kelly, John S. Clark,
.S. B. Davis, Jr., William Harper, M.
M. Padgett and Charles A. Spiess.

1

Melin, traveling representative for the Nickel Plate'RailWay company, was a business visitor here to,
day.
C.

A.

ified.
H. B.

Hardy, traveling passenger
agent for the Pennsylvania Railway
company, was a business visitor at
ths Santa Fe station yesterday after-

the Saguache boxer,
ni'ht at his quarters
in good shape. He went through his
usual workouts and showed the big
crowd of fans that were present that
he was working hard to get ready to
meet .Newman May 16. Boyd boxed
with three local boys sonre of them
outweighed him by 30 pounds and
showed speed and endurance. He
looked good to his old friends and
,
made several new ones.
Following Boyd's training two amateurs put on the gloves for three
rounds and delighted the fans huge
ly with their wild movements. TheJ
bout was a draw at the end of the
three rounds. The affair pleased the
fans, who continually cheered1.
Newman worked out this afternoon
at his training quarters, and worked
hard. He boxed several rounds with
some of the coming boxers of the
West side. Newman will give a special exhibition on Sunday afternoon
for the benefit of the fans who are
unable to see him train during the
week. Newman is working hard and
is more than confident that he will
win the bout on May 16.
The tickets for the fight, which
have been placed on sale at the local
drug Btores and' at Charles O'Malley's
establishment, have been going fast,
as a number of the fans are anxious
to have the best of the seats. Should
this fistic affair be a financial success, the Las Vegas fans may be assured that they will have some more
fast bouts, and it Is up to the goys to
attend. It looks at present as though
the opera house will be jammed.
Bud

-

"
K

f
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If you desire to avail yourself of this kind of banking: service, we will be glad to have you do
your banking with us.

WE INVITE YOUR. ACCOUNT

Boyd,

THE PEOPLES BANK
-

Capital

BANTAMWEIGHT
GIV
EN THE DECISION OVER EDDIE
MARINO

Albuquerque, N. M., May 9. Ben
Trinidad, Colo., won on
points last night from Eddie Marino,
battle
of New York, in a
staged at Elks' theater by the New
Mexico Athletic club. Though Chavez
woii, his. showing was a disappointment to close followers of the boxing
game, since he failed to exhibit a
knockout punch. At numerous times
he had Marino groggy and could have
won; decisively had he been less wild
and willing to take a chance by going
in ,and finishing the New Yorker. On
the ?other hand, Marino exhibited cat
like agility and cleverness and an
ability to assimilate everything Chavez had and still remain on his feet.
There were no clean knockdowns.
However, in the second round Chavez
landed a terrific ight swing to Marl- no's jaw, which dropped him to his
knees, but he was up quickly. Marino
evened this up in the fourth round,
when he sent Chavez to his knees by
a vicious left hook to the stomach.
Though the blow must haves hurt,
ny Chavez, of

.

OFFICERS

. . .

j
M

(&

-

TRUST CO.
-

-

$111,000

...

Cleofes Romero, Vice President
Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
John W. Harris. President
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Sigmund Nahm. Cleofes Romero, Chaa. Danzlger, Daniel Cassldy, D. L. Batehelor, Clemente Padilla, Josa
A. Baca, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer E. Veeder, Josa Felix Esquibel,
J- E. Brown, Bernhardt Appel,
George H. Hunker.
-

Sallow complexion Is due to-- a tor- the cheek. Price EOc. Sold by CenChavez was on his feet Instantly and
HERBINE purifies and tral Drug Co.
he fought Marino to the ropes and pid liver.
evened up the round.
strengthens the liver and bowels and
Subscribe for The Optic.
That proper handling of a fighter restores the rosy bloom of health to
is at least half the battle, was proved
last night, for it was really Scotty
Marino's manager, and
Monteith,
Johnnie Dundee, who kept Marino in
If it may be termed a science must
the going for the full ten rounds.
More than once they saved him at
include a means of presenting the
critical times, and especially in the
tenth and final round, their advice,
proposition to the greatest number
coupled with Marino's ring generalof prospective buyers. To reach this
ship and gameness, kept him from
,

The

being put away. Another thing which
aided Marino In staying was the wild
ress of Chavez and his failure to follow up telling blows that had his antagonist groggy.
The big mine strike in Spain
been settled.

has

Science of
Selling

class in the southwest, uss the

Farms
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THE WEST'S OLDEST ffiUSBC HOUSE

Chicago

Henrlquez
came in last evening for a short
Mr.
business visit in Las Vegas.
Henriquez is connected with the
Gross Kelly and Company store at
Tucumcarl.
J. M. Ackerman; who has been employed by the Santa Fe at Lamy Jor
some time, has moved his family to
that place. Mr. Ackerman recently
sold his dairy cows to loca'i people,
disposing of a'large part of his dairy
equipment in Denver.
Mrs. Thomas Blakemore left this
afternoon for Albuquerque where
she will reside with her husband, who
recently purchased an undertaking
establishment there. Mrs. J. C. John-seaccompanied Mrs. Blakemore and
will, remain in Albuquerque for a few
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Hoffman of
El Paso left laat night tor Pueblo,
Colo., after having been visitors in
Las Vegas for the past few days. Mr.
Hoffman was formeraly pastor of the
local Methodist church and is we'il
known here. He is at present practic.
ing 'law in El Paso.
N. C. Hindelider, who has peea In
Las Vegas for the past few weeks
representing the Fields, Fellows and
Hindelider company of Denver, left
this afternoon for that place. He will
not return to Las Vegas until final
arrangements are made concerning
the construction of the Camfleld dam.
He is one of. tie firm of engineers
engaged by the Salt Lake City contractors.

It is said that harmony in the team
is the secret of the Cleveland Naps'
fine showing this season. The Nap3
have cut out quarreling among themselves and are now out to win.
While the chances to fly a pennant
St. Louis this year are away outside,
still, neither the Browns nor the Cardinals are as punk as they were touted before the opening of the season.
in

Hen K C

'

4FSt

11

1

this morning for Albuquerque where
he will attend the meeting of the
Good Roads association at the Duke
City.

at ft

Smalms Gremt Offer Right
P-m-

am

To Bo Sold in Las Vegas

n

pjnwa
a
and Vicinity in
G

Day fttcgardlaca
of Profit - Begins Saturday Clay 10th., 0:30 A. LI.

ss Show

Building

712

Douglas Ave

n

LEAVE IT TO JUDGE.

Cheyenne, Wye, May 9. Attorneys
who appeared this week in the hearing before Judge A. Riner in the
United States district court in the
case of the Midwest Oil company
against the United States government, have agreed to submit briefs
to the court and await his decision
involving the title to 4,000 acres of
valuable oil lands in the Salt Creek
region.
Counsel for the Midwest will have
20 days for filing their briefs and the
government's attorneys five days
thereafter.
When Solicitor

General

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
a
years successful business makes
household word in thousand s ot nomes throughout the west The
House believes in advertisl ing and also believes In New Mexico,
A satisfied customer is the greatest advertisement.
While this
ex
an
has
customers
in
list
this state
tensive
of
company already
to
500
more
want
next
in
add
t
the
few weeks.
0 this list
they
EI ence this
of
GRADE
HTGH
PIANOS
at LOW
great offer
Thirty-nin-

e

Knight-Campbe-

.X.

Old

organs and pianos taken in exchange at reasonable
. Make
your first payment on pay day if you wish.

prices.

Experience and observation has shown that New Mexico people
believe in good goods and b uy good goods.
The
Co. will not iave a elngle cheap low grade
piano in this stock. Every instrument will be high quality and
backed by
guarantee. And the beauty is, theses
pianos will go during this sale at prices you woulii ordinarily pay
for a cheap low grade piano.
Knight-Campbe-

ll

Knight-Campbe-

ll

REMEMBER

PRICES

This opportunity is only for six days to Las Vegas people, then we go to oth er sections of the state.

Think of new, modern, up

at

In spite of the voland a great part of

1189,

$198,

$236,

to date HIGH GRADE PIANOS
selling
"
etc., cash, or payments,

most

important
by him
before the supreme court Lehmann
never lacked time to swap stories.
visit
one occasion .the
Upon
of a New Yorker to St. Louis,
Judge Lehmann pointed out to him
one day the modest house In which
Sherman had made his headquarters
at the start of the civil war. Just opposite was an imposing residence
built by a man who had made his mil
lions in the meat export business.
"That's a curious contrast," said
Lehmann, "the old home of the great
soldier and the magnificent palace of
a man who made his money in pork."
"The pen," replied the New York
er, "was always mightier than the
sword."

trust litigation was handled

v

EASY TERMS

ll

PRICES.

Lehmann

ltft Washington to pick up he
threads of his. Si. Jouls practice he
left a gap 'In the ranks of Washington's official reconteurs that will not
be' easily filled.

nntriina is left to "luck. ' If the
rtaiiklv rortain
batter is a little thin, K C will raise it light and
feathery and it will be all the better. Jarring the
stove or turning the pan around makes no differ- ence K L sustains the raise until Daea.
When there's a birthday or wedding cake
TIJ
to bake, or refreshments for reception or party
to provide, take no chances

t

IN 10

TRINIDAD

Balan-were visitors in Las Vesas today. Mr. short business visit. Father
and
tomorrow
to
this
return
will
city
Weeks represents the D. B. Fisk Hat
remain for a few days on business.
busi-nos- s
was
a
and
of
Chicago,
company
visitor at the local
millinery
John Hicks of Santa Rosa drove
stores today.
in
last night from that place and left
Mr. and Mrs.
of Tucum-car- l

You can always depend upon K C not to
disappoint you. The double raise makes

til

ttOt JISTD BANKING GOOD SERVICE

noon.
Two private cars of Seventh Day
Mrs. J. s. Clark left this eveniug
Adventists, on their way to Washing- for California where she will visit
ton to attend the national conference,
friends for the next few weeks. Mrs.
were attached to train No. 2 last Clark will
visit her son Lawrence,
night.
who is now at Phoenix, Ariz., before
Mrs. Elmer O. Bray came in this
to this city.
afternoon from Denver. Mrs. Bray returning
will remain in Las Vegas with her
Rev. Father C. Balaud of Mora
husband, who is representing the Fracame in last evening from a trip east
ternal Brotherhood lodge.
and left this morning for Mora on a
Mr. and Mr II. D. Weeks of

When You Want Something
Particulary mce

, ...

IB

DEFEATS

ROUNDS

worked out last

the government's

"

TO HIS

FRIENDS

ume of his work

r.

1

today.
Colo.,
George Davis of Howard,
was a business visitor In Las Vegas THOSE WHO CARE TO DO SO MAY
WACH HIM WORK ON SUNtoday.
DAY AFTERNOON.
J. L. McLean of Pueblo, Colo., came

Norfolk styles with Fatent
Leather Belts,Tennis style,
Sailor style, with white,
red and blue collars. Also
various other styles at

Hoffman

IS I

Al Atkins left last night for Gallup
where he will enter into business.
H. A. Harvey of the Harvey ranch
was a business visitor in Las Vegas

nr
HILL DC CHAVEZ

urn

11111

PLAYER PIANOS
PLAYER PIANOS made by some of the largest and most responsible factoiies in America
All placed in your home ready for service.
cluding bench, stool, cover and a fine selection of player music.
Seeing is believing. Come and see, for yourselves, it costs you nothing to look and listen.
If your piano needs tuning let us know.

88 NOTE 1913 MODEL

CN

IT"

at

$437, $188,

"EN EVENING
.

rtatiirJ'nuftiUfe-j-

wsa.j.

etc.,

in-

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

15he

Confidence is the

Bhe

Department of the Interior, U. S.
LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
Land Office at Sa;.ta Fe, N. M.,
SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
April 1, 1913.
THE BEST GOODS ORTAINAISLE ALWAYS HANDLED
Notice is hereby given tiiat Via'
cento Ciddlo of b.ast La i Vegas, who,
on December 16,
W, wade homestead entry, No. 052U1, for W
NV
V section 31, W
SW Vi section 30,
township 14 N, ranso 11 E, N. M. p.
M has filed notice of intention
o
nnrnin LUUUt INU. 2, A. F. & O. O. MOOSE Meets second sat
make five year proof, to establish
.
ivi.
neguiar com
.'ourtn
Thursday evening
claim to the land above described, beeal
munication
first and month at W. O. W. Hall. Vtsitlar
fore Leo M. Tipton, U. S. commisthird Thursday in
brothers cordially Invited. Dr.
sioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on
each month. Visiting
W
.1. Tbora'jti
Hout, Idolater;
June ,7, 1913.
brothers cordially In
Secretary
Claimant names as witnesses:
vited. Wa p. Mills.
Abeyta and Pedro Ciddio, East RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER.
W. M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary,
i E. ROSE: N W ALD LODGE NO. 541.
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenciana Tru-JillTI8EMENT8
I. O. of .B. B.
M.ets every first
Las Vegas, N. M Lucinda J. de
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
or ,hw month In the vestry
Tuesday
Five
cenu
per tine each Insertion.
Trujillo, East Las Vegas, N. M.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
rooms of Temple Monteflore at
Reg
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
ular conclave w. d Tues
o'clock p. m
No ad to occupy less space than two
Visiting brothers ara
Register.
day In each month at Ma
Isaac
cordially Invited
lines. Alt ' advertls mentc charged
Appel,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Q. H.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
will be booked at space actually set,
HOW'S THIS?
Kinkel, E. C; Chas. Tamme,
retary.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- without regard to number of words.
ward for any case of Catarrh that Cash In advance
preferred.
cannot be cured
Hall's Catarrh
I.

OPTIC

MI

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
.

COLUMN ill

Vlc-torin- o

Companion of
S

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

by

Cure.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

F. J. CHENEY
O.,
Toledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
and believe him perfectly ho.iorable
in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obliga&

MO. 3, ROY

Regilar con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Tempi at 7:30 p. m. H.

ALi

B.

Hubbard, H. P.; P. O,
Blood, Secretary.

tions made by his wm.

NATIONAL

When you go shopping you
are always sure to be successful
if you buy at dependable stores.
The merchant who wants your
confidence is the merchant who

strives to keep it. He is building his business by fair dealing,
by giving you quality goods, and
fulfilling every promise of his
advertisements. He cannot af-

ford to disappoint you.

Every time you buy anything
from the stores that advertise
in THE OPTIC you will be more
than satisfied, for they merit
your confidence in every detail
of their business.

BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonplals sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-

gists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

get to know all these good
stores and their splendid offer
ings read the advertisements
every night in

Foley Kidney Pills repay your confidence in their hefling and curative
qualities. Any kidney or bladder dis-

Wanted

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Hrrtwood Finishing, Taper Hanglm
and Glaxlcg.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
eat 8!d Plawi
old Tn
easssjuuMLm

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
-- if you use

1

EMPRESS
FLOUR

for

Rent

1

1

something

you 'A

'

An

?5he

BABY

chicks 10 cents. Thoroughbred Single Comb Rhode Island
Reds and Barred Rocks. Mrs. Geo.
Tudor, Osage City, Kan.

FOR SALE CHEAP New surrey and
harness. Phone Purple 5312.
FOR SALE Thoroughbred bull pups.
Call at 1536 Fourth street. Price Is
reasonable.
FOR SALE Junior Tourist
Good as new. Inquire 1107
bia avenue. E. L. V.

-

once.

Jersey cow, $55, if taken
Address E. F., Optic.

BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevens, Humbo'ldt, Kan.

100

LOCAL TIME

2.'...
4

8....
10....

1....

No.
No.
No.
No.

3....
7....
9

9:10 p. m
11:05 p. m
2:05 a. m
1:45 n. m
WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

this city from

ALL GROCERS

Sold by all

defers.

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing- but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lb'j," each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs

Las Vejjas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

1200

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES
lbs., or More,

Each Del very

1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c
25c
30c
40c

per
per
per
per
...50c per

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Bepan
:15
11:05
2:10
2:19
1:46
6:16
4:30
7:00

p
p. a
a. o

ANT Ads
Are Best

a
p.

Market Finders

a. o
p.
u.

n

That property tou want to sell Is WORTH MOST mo somsoas
the ads. In this nsirspaper and would never hear
your property unless It were advertised here.

FRENCH- -

tained

Cure for Stomach Disorders.
Disorders of the stomach may be
avoided by the use of Chamberlain's
Tablets. Many very remarkable cures
have been effected by these tablets.

who reads

GREY (STERLING) FINISH

y
in

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m

CRYSTAL SGE

2,000

.

I SI

J

L

fHi'lllh

;

Professional Health Culture for Ladles

Claesllled add. search out the people to wbom among all
those who MIGHT BY tha particular thing Is worth most.

STANDARD

can be ob

B. HUXMANN
Dentist
Denial work of any descrtptioo
moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Male
Kast Las Vegas, Nt M.

F.

EAST BOUND

SILVER

EMPRESS

bR.

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aas
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.

CARD

Arrive

SONS'tAA

I

Colum-

FOR SALE One second hand car,
good condition, fully equipped. Las
Vegas Garage, M. Biehl, Prop.

is. g No.
No.
GERby
No.
PROCESS
No.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON -- IT 'S
s.
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
.

Go-car- t.

any

FLOUR realk
Made
MAN

Seal.

For Sale

FOR SALE

It 's giving you
a present for do- -

ing
I

.

at

f

F. D. Fries,
N.
G.; Gus
V. G.;
T.
M. Elwood,
Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

Young able salesman for
Visiting members are especially
general store, in country. Must FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO,
welcome and cordially rnvlted.
speak English and Spanish. Address
102 Mess every Monday
nlgbt at
"Storekeeper," Optic.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglat, avenue.at
ATTORNEYS
8 o'clock.
are
Visiting
WANTED
Waitress at Model Cafe,
J. C. Werti,
HUNKER & HUNKER
cordially welcome.
405 Railroad avenue.
president; J. T. Buhler secretary; Uoorge H. Hunker Chester A. Hubs
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Attorneys-at-LaWANTED American girl for general
La Vegas.
New Mexiw
housework. Call 818 Main street, or B.
p. O. ELKS Meets second and
phone Vegas 433.
fourth Tuesday evening of eacb
rKNTISTS
month Elks home on Ninth stre?
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTUT
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially invited. Glv. Wm.
Crockett Building.
Main 1.J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con- Office telephone-- FOK
RENT Two
hniisekpenim
HouHe Telephone
Main Id
don, Secretary.
rooms. 414 Seventh street.

HERMAN

PETER P. MACKEL

tend.

Lehman,
Secretary;

PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
S. Meets first and third Fridays
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
love at Woodmen of the World halL
Mrs. J. O. Rutledje, Worthy Maon the second and fourth Fridays
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Telephone Main 329.
Stewart, Consul ; G. Laommle, Clers.

ease not beyond the reach of mediKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUNcine will yield to their use. Mrs. Cor- i'OR RENT Suite of nicely furnished
804. Meets second and
NO.
CIL
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights,
delia copcland, Ardeola, Mo., says, "I
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
bath, etc. Excellent location. 918
had kidney and bladder trouble for
Pioneer bu'lding.
Visiting memEighth street.
over a year and 5 bottles of Foley
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
Kidney Pil'is cured me." It is the
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
same story from every one who uses FOR RENT Six room House partly
furnished.
$10.
Apply H., Optic.
them. All say, "they cured me," O.
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
I
EL
G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
KNICHTS OF PY
Store.
THIAS Meets ev
j 11 Ninth street.
ery Monday even
FOR
RENT Two-roofurnished
(ng In Castle Hall
CARRIAGE
house, 921 Lincoln.
AUTOMOBILE,
Visiting
Knighti
.re cordially inviv
MHO
FOR RENT Three sunny rooms suited. Chas. Llebach
SIGN PAINTING
able for 'light housekeeping.
623
Chancelloi
ner,
N. O.
Twelfth street.
Commander. Harrj
429 GRAND AVE.
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and

way when you
learn how Much
Beiler EMPRESS

laiiiuiiiiifiitiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiuoaiiiiiiiiiiiutiiuiiiiuiuiiiiiu

f.

MAIN

WANTED

rown
A slight cold in
person holds possibilities of a tvave
nature. Croup may come on suddenly, bronchitis or pneumonia may develop, severe catarrhal troubles and
consumption aro possible results. Foley's Honey and Tar Compound nips
a cold at the outset, cures croup,
quickly checks a deepseated cough,
ind heals inflameil membranes.

Silver Spoon

To

OPTIC'S NUMBER,

Meets every Monday evening at
their ball on Sixth street All visiting brethren cordially invited to at1.

Others, who read and ana wer ads. in this newspaper want (aaj
are anxious to pay eash for) books, automobiles, used machlnwy
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical .
struments.
As the classified ads. are read bj all possible buyess, of ail sm
alble sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best market.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

FRIDAY, MAY

9,
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falls into which so many thousands
smoke, all right, but no more control
ever it than a green chap from the
are
we
live."
that
every day
I
ON Atfalling
effete and langorous east would have
the conclusion of Rabbi Coffee's
In riding a bucking broncho.
address there was a spirited discusThe Chicago team was the victim,
sion whicn was entered into by Rabbi
NOT
and
Amerhere is a true list of the casualHirsch, the foresmost rabbi iu
ties: Four wild pitches, three batsica, Miss Sadie American, president
men hit, U men passed over and by
of the eastern council of Jewish worn,
FLOOD
the free route to first.
en, and others.
After this exhibition Crane didn't
a positive
Miss American took
get a chance to crack heads or disable
siand against teaching cnlldren the
LEVEES
PROTECT
OF UNTAMED any more of the players in the Nation GIANT
THE
DECLARES IT ONLY BECAME OF secrets of sex. She declared that the SOME RECORDS
CITY FROM THE RIVER AND
al league. During the fall of that year
PITCHERS WHO MADE A LAST
VITAL INTEREST WITHIN
subject was a two edged sword and
THE GULF
he joined an expedition to Cuba that
ING MARK
one of such a psychological ImportPAST TEN YEARS.
went on a barnstorming trip through
ance that it could not with safety be
New Orleans, La., May 9. Assured
The wild man has made his mark that island. He saw an opportunity
She was,
New York, May 9'. "If the Astons discussed with a child.
were members of my synagogue or however, in sympathy with Rabbi in more ways than one, says the De for practice; the native ball players, by the fact that the giant levees which
craniums, made flankt the Mississippi in this region
the Schiffs or any other millionaires Coffee in the insistence of single troit News, and as a living fact, not with their
better
much
a
alone
certain
safe
and
was
women
from
men
target for have never failed in their task in
but
and
their
of
memory,
for
moral standard
and any part
property
by
I and the ostracizing of young men who marks and Indications on certain parts Crane to fire at.
nearly a century, residents of New
immoral
used
for
purposes
being
iof the human anatomy. Can the bats- After the first game or so that Orleans are in no way alarmed as
would make them eitntr withdraw were known to be immoral.
Rabbi Hirsch expressed the hope men of our national game vouch for Crane worked against the Cubans they the crest of the flood passes into the
their property from such use or
what he did lower reaches of the river. Visitors
that the .lews would Boon return to tliis statement tljat all wild men are became
withdraw from my congregation."
to relate. to the city experience something of
horrible
rebe
n
would
to
not
them
Africa?
of
voiced
was
standards
.Jewish
the
ancient
This
the earnestly
purity
wild men have cut a wide He had them on the run from the a thill when they see ocean liners
Many
mark of Rabbi Rudolph 1. Coffee of and chustity. He did not think, howone floating high above the street levels.
Pittsburg, in an address at the Tem- ever, that these standards had been swath in baseball history, and their first inning to the very last, not
to And they are not greatly reassurod
brave
live
names
as
the
will
Amerinatives
as
the
of
the
being
of
contact
with
enough
broken
down
to
a
game.
Emanuel
long
meeting
by
joint
ple
can life, to the extent that some sup- Hundreds of batsmen have a spot in stand up under Crane's terrific fire. when they climb the dike and look
Eastern Council of Jewish Women.
Martin Duke, a phenomenal hurler over into the swirling channel. The
Rabbi Coffee reiterated his well pose. He was in favor of introduc- their memory and not a fond spot,
known sentiments in regard to the ing the subjects to children cf tender either for the chap that didn't know of the wild and wooly type, made a ease with which great boats are rockeradication of the social evil and years, but it was well to impress how or what course the ball would few niches in the walls of the myth- ed and buffeted, the way in which
trees and other drift are hurried
ical hall of fame for wild men.
spoke with unusual plainness on the them with the beauty of chastity and travel in after leaving his hand.
Duke was tried by Washington in
That some are running wild today
tends to destroy confidence n
topic, despite the presence of several the necessity of it as soon as they
.JewIn
his
"debut"
1891.
made
He
in
no
man's
small
and
were
it
bush
against
to
understand
old
many
ability to control such" a force,
leagues
most
the
enough
hundred of
prominent
its proper relation to life, but not number have found their way to the the Baltimore team. It. was very im- yet the indisputable fact remains tht
ish women of New Yotk.
While the majority of his hearers while their young and eager minds big leagues is a recorded fact. The pressive, and, one might Btate, awe-- : there has been no river water in New
wildest kind of wild man flourished inspiring, for six innings, rain pre- Orleans in nearly a century.
seemed to sustain Rabbi Coffee in his were siill palpitating with curiosity.
right within the charmed circle of venting further bloodshed. He made
Along the river front within the
plain manner of speaking, Rabbi
on
and
and
with
issue
limits the average levee base is
batters
and
everyone
kept
took
lively
major
things
leaguedom
kept
of
city
Hirsch
Chicago
umpires bobbing and dodging Wis un- the pump. Duke had blinding speed S00 feet in width. There is little danhimin respect of the teaching of chilBASEBALL NOTES.
turned, anil unlettered delivery, and and his curves and shoots broke with ger that this mountain of rock and
dren the problems of sex.
untamed earth, pierced with a network of steel
This
the chap that won undying fame in lightning rapidity.
"The rabbis of America," declared
this role was none other than the pitcher made four wild pitches, hit and cypress piling, will give way. The
Rabbi Coffee, "must take a brave and
'
two iiaiocent batters,
The Detroit team has signed Cobb's famous Bently Seymour.
passed nine greatest danger to New Orleans is not
positive stand in this great question.
oldWith astonishing speed and freak- more and pretty near passed the um- from the river but from Lake Pont-- '
contract; so look out for the Titis
While the social evil is one of the
ish curves "Cy" was not a desirable pire into the
"promised land" by chartrain, an arm of the Gulf of Mexest in the history of the race, it is from now on.
on
bril- proposition to face.
the cranium with one ico, which forms one of the boundaries
him
matter
Ted
is
Dick
of
as
Catcher
a
oid
doing
ten
swatting
Cooley
Easterly
about
years
only
both
his
ten
for
the
work
o:
the
shoots.
of the city. When storms on the gU
White
that
Nationals
to
liant
used
Sox,
fiery
That is to say
Philadelphia
of fact.
a
men
to
bat.
first
be
"that
For
the
with
would
behind
and
meet
the
remark
a
was
not
simply
passing
newspaper
happen to exert their force straight
there
plate
surely
years ago
The Lincoln team got a good start his death some day if he had to face pitcher: bearing the solid name of inland, water is banked up into the
or magazine in the United States that
lake. On one occasion in recent years
Dick had a O'Brien, working for the New Have-would dare publish anything dealing iu the Western league race, winning
right along."
genuine dread of Cy's ungovernable team of the Connecticut league In the height of the water in the lake
directly with the social evil. Scan four of the first five games played.
902, holds the records. In a, game became great enough to flood a porPoor pitching seems to be the trou- delivery.
dals? Yes. But th sooral evil as a
disaa
die
Van
Meriden he sent 17 men down tion of the city to a depth of several
a
left
to
bander
ble
George
Cincinnati
be
the
with
Reds,
Ilaltren,
publicly
against
public problem
made his debut in the National league the line of free passes. O'Brien won inches.
cussed has gained1 existence of only tea.ni looks pretty good otherwise
Pessimists have called attention to
Joe Kelley's Toronto team, Interna- pitching for Chicago against Boston bis game at that by a score of 8 to 7.
ten years.
Some very steady and sedate hurl- - the fact that if a great storm should
"It has been only within the past tional league champion, have had ur3t-t- in 1SS7; he made a remarkable rec- ten pears," affirmed Rabbi Coffee,
tough picking since the season ot d in wildness. George made oneiers have got into the wild mans col- occur and at the same time one of
wild pitch, gave 16 men bases on man. No less a personage than Clark the levees above the city should
"that prostitution has not been looked opened.
Manager Evens, of the Cubs, haw balls and nailed three others on the Griffith, the one and only manager break, the great volume of water addupon as a necessary evil. In ancient
as
such
was
it
by
Quite a nifty pitching staff ard one cocoanut. For the rest of his career that lifted the Washington team out ot ed would be almost certain to cause
regarded
days
Rome, Egypt and Greece, and In the that looks capable of going the f'.ll Van showed fairly good control, evi- tho cellar and placed it in a lofty po- an overflow into the, city. At high
honin
American
all
race,
wildness
was
siuoii
the
the
tide an average depth of three feet
out
of
distance.
league
dently getting
latter country the prostitute
made a record that by no means can is a bare possibility. Any break in
This
The baseball players in the Inter- his system in one fell swoop.
ored more than the housewife.
When pitching for the levee system above the city and
Foster, a famous hurler with St. puss unnoticed.
is indicated by the fact that when national league have formed a union
Praxiteles wanted a subject for his which is to affiliate with the Baseball Paul in 1 88 1, made as many in a reg- St. Louis back in 1891 Griff gave an south of Baton Rogue would drain
ular contest. To complete this fear- exliibiton of unsteadiness that would into Lake Pontchartrain. As the lake
statues he did not select the wife of Players' Fraternity.
ful job and to make it more impres- have done credit to a druuken sailor, is a large one it would require a
released
club
bus
woman
Providence
The
Pericles.
he chose
No. The
for this great honor was the mistress Pitcher Jensen to New Haven, Out- sive he walked eight men and hit fourj and it was against the Washington great volume of water to make any
fielder Sheer to Youngstown and Pat more, 20 pitching errors in all.
of the great Grecian statesman."
club, at that. He issued 14 passes, perceptible difference in its level. No
It would take pages to recount the duly signed and labeled C. Griffith, danger to the city would follow unProstitute Is Taxed.
Duggan to Hartford.
"Fresh" Regh, whom the Pirates work of destruction wrought by the and to add good measure he beaned less an unusually hard inland storm
"Then, coming down to the mldd'ie
commerof
flung to the St. Paul team, hit for hurlers that knew naught, what con- one man. Clark won his game by a be raging at the same time.
ages, we find the spirit
score of 20 to I, the Senators not
Even if one of the levees along the
cialization entering Into the social .400 in his first 11 games in the trol meant.
"Mickey" Jones, a wild Irishman, taking advantage of his extreme lib- city front should burst the great damevil. The prostitute was taxed to American association.
The Boston Braves have released with a wild eye and a wilder delivery, erality.
age would be confined to the immp-diathelp support the church and now
The famous Jesse Kurkett belched
vicinity of the crevasse. As
they are taxed by individuals and Miguel Gonzales, the Cuban catcher, made some peculiar and funny recthese men, for of course, it Is men to the Long Branch club of the New lords in bis early attempts as a pitch itno the baseball arena as a uitcher the country on all sides of New Orer. "Mickey's" first game in the in- and soon won fame as a hard man to leans is perfectly flat the water would
who levy their taxes on the unfortu- fork-NeJersey league.
"Red" Dooin's Phillies, who looked tcrnational league, pitching for Hamil- hit on account of his unruly delivery. soon spread over so great a terrinate women, contribute, some of them,
to the support of churches and other like a bunchof counterfeits before the ton against Oswego, in 1886, was a Jess has a record of passing 22 men tory thtat the mean depth could
season opened, are now producing fine exhibition of how not to put the in two successive games. This stunt not exceed a few feet. Engineering
respectable Institutions."
ball near the plate. He had no idea was pulled off in the Atlantic league experts declare that a disaster such
Rabbi
some
that
In
was
this
It
respect
high class pastiming.
If Frank Chance haa
uup;e or where the ball would land after leav- while pitching for Worcester in 1889. as befell Dayton Is a physical imposthe ministers of
Coffee declared
lie made a great record that year by sibility in New Orleans.
Judaism must take a stand1 and re- more Keatiiigs, the Highlanders ing his hand.
The sphere in one of its crazy flights intimidating batters; however, it lookThere Is every reason to believe
fuse to accept any money on which would be heard from before the Amersomewhere toward the plate, pinned ed good in the hit column. Burkett was that the increasing losses from floods
ican league pennant Is cinched.
there was the slightest taint.
In further laying down the rules of
Sunday ball is being played in the a dog that was crossing the right field signod by New York in 1890. His in- will hasten the day when the Father
conduct which should characterize Connecticut towns of the Eastern as- behind the ear and laid it out still. troduction to tho big league fellows of Waters will hurl himself seaward
the rabbi, the speaker declared that sociation, which means nice money The ireful owner and a half dozen of was too much for his nerves; when between banks of armored concrete.
'
the former, if he is conscientious, will for the clubs in Jim O'Rourke's cir- Ins friends made a mad dash at poor he found he could not make a not- The indications are that at no very
he
ball
in
a
turn
made mad able debut by pitching good
distant day there will be a great
refuse to marry young persons unless cuit.
"Mickey" and he
Toronto gets a fine performer in dash down the field and 'twas only by proceeded to give an exhibition of ship's channel from the Passes to St.
the prospective husband can show a
clean Mil of health in the form of a Pitcher Goulait. Demaree's great: his excellent sprinting powers thai what he could do by pitching for the Lcuis a monument ,that will be as
distinctive to America as the great
wild man's record.
reliable doctor's certificate.
showing with the Giants meant the Mr. .lenes saved his scalp.
Before Jones was very long in baseBurke made five wild pitches, some wall is to China and tho pyramids are
Turning to the women in the audi- pink Slip for "Goo" and Joe Keiley
ball he became famous for good con- of them tho wildest ever seen, one to Egypt.
landed him.
ence, Rabbi Coffee exclaimed:
Sox
the dog episode evidently cured especially that hit the plate and
the
Joe"'
"It behooves you mothers in Israel
trol;
Wood,
Red,
"Smoky
to see to it that your children are star twirler, is suffering from an in- him.
bounded up into the grandstand. To
DELEGATES TO MAKE TOUR
Last season CaBhion of the Wash- add class to this he pasBed 11 men.
not brought up in ignorance of the jury to the metatarsophalangeal joint,
New York. May 9. The internationdire evils resulting from immorality. whatever that is. Joe says he has a ington club made the record for wildnes
Perhaps the most remarkable game
in the big league, at least for recent pitched, considering the wildness of al conference that has been In sesIt is for you to put a period in the busted thumb.
CatchIn his first appearance he Is- the hurler, was by "Doc" Amole of sion here all week discussing plans
that
Sox
years.
White
have
The
shipped
accepted
proposition
generally
A
er Gossett to the Highlanders. With sued nine passes and made one wild the Buffalo team against the Indiana- for the coming celebration of the one
money covers a multitude of sins.
He
on
man
calls
your
Schalk and Kuhn producing the real pitch in five innings, a record in a polis team in 1900. "Doc" shut out hundredth anniversary of peace among
daughter.
young
peoples concluded its
affair in the majors.
the Hoosiers without a run and only English-speakinis young Mr. Money Bags. That is as thing behind the long Manager Calla- short-circuHe
on
11
Following a farewell
him.
meetings
he
today.
On
bases
Gossett.
28
about
season
to
use
was
but
he
of
unable
last
han
gave
three hits,
far as you inquire
September
marries your daughter and in a few
Clark Griffith, the Washington boss, gave ten men bases on balls, yet the balls and hit two more. Yet with banquet at the Hotel Astor tonight the
Mr. this assistance from Amole Indiana-ploi- s foreign delegates will leave the city
couldn't
win,
short months her bloom of health is believes that his peppery bunch of ball Boston Reds
tomorrow morning for a tour of the
2.
3
and
He
on
to
Cashion
the
the
Athletics
tossers
will
his
failed to score a run.
she
is
operating
copping
play
game,
put
gone;
The great Amos Rusie was perhaps eastern states. Two days will be
table, her life destroyed, her life Red Sox off their feet, and cop the is the champion wild man, all right,
thei most successful pitcher of all spent in Boston, after which the disat least of the "big show."
blighted forever. I, for one, refused American league pennant.
Edward Crane, the famous speed wild men. He issued 1,528 passes in tinguished visitors will go to Washto take any further share in the perManager Keiley, of the Indianapolis
formance of these unholy weddings Indians, has been taking another slant merchant of the New York Giants four hundred games. For a star of ington, where they will be received
next Mouday by President Wilson and
which bring blind and deformed or i at Hickory Nixon, now with Terre away back in the early days of base- the first magnitude this was an
record. The big fellow
imbecile children into the world, Haute, The Indians canned Hickory ball, had an arm attached to the right
gave the members of the cabinet. On Tuesa few weeks ago ibecause he got the side of his anatomy that possessed out as many as 11 passes in one game. day the delegates will visit Richmond
filling it with pain and misery."
hookworm. .
named Dammon, in and on the following day they will
the power to throw a ball "out of
A
Ministers Poorly Paid.
to first by the free be entertained in Philadelphia. From
Setmen
Old
term
Dr. Coffee made the charge that
Joe Cantillon's Minneapolis
Sfln, sent 28
si.'iht," as the small boy would
in
successive games. the Quaker City they will go direct
most ministers were so poorly paid tlers will soon discard their canes and it.
route
fur
pi.ss
to Chicago and then will return to
that they did not dare take an inde- liniment and show the American asDuring 1S8C, while outfieldiug for Raltz, another untamable
New York by way of Detroit, Buffalo
26
men
sent
to
the
season
how
first
the
sociation
the
club
of
same
National
and
tell
the
pastime
their congreyoungsters
Washington
pendent stand
fel- and Niagara Falls. The main body of
in
and
sixties
Another
the
late
successive
life
the
was
with
two
games.
truth
about
he
Imbued
and
in
the
actual
became
league,
produced
gations
idea of pitching, believing that if he low, Oberlander, back In 18S7, made visitors will sail for England on May
the terrible conditions which surround early seventies.
The little Carolina league has turn- could concentrate his powerful throw- eight wild pitches in eight innings. 21.
them. They dare not tell what they
know the appalling things which ed out a number of stars in the past ing power into hurling the ball 50 Perhaps this is the record for wild
come within their own experience in few years, and now comes Pitcher Ray, feet that it would burn its way in pitches in civilized baseball.
team who re- the ozone, leaving nothing but a
the course of their ministerial duties. of the Winston-Salegame streak of blue smoke.
"Since this is the case," said Dr. cently pitched a
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
So one day the "mgr." called this
Helen Lowell has finished her tour
4
Coffee, at devolves upon you moth- tigainst Durham.
4
President Lo ke, of the Phillies, as- untried thunderbolt into service. In in "The Red Petticoat," and has reers In Israel for the sake of your
sons and your daughters to sustain serts that 50 per cent of the major a regular league game was Edward tired to her home at Northport, U I.,
"One Round" Davis vs. "Soldier"
your rabbles in this matter and to league clubs are losing money. The Crane given the opportunity to try where she will rest until next season.
Shu-beKearns, 10 rounds, at Buffalo.
fully protect them in their efforts to moguls should open the season earlier his sizzling speed. Those who witness- She will then appear under the
Mike Sheridan vs. Danny Goodman,
management In a new musical
place the truth before the children which would add more double headers ed the game still remember it as If it
10 rounds, at Terre Haute, In.
were yesterday. Crane had the blue comedy.
bo plainly that they will avoid the pit- - and likewise bargain matinees.

THE WILD
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day
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Special, one day:
K Tostovo S?2!
This is one of the most delightful
HOTPOINT electrical appliances

line

practical

thoroughly

of

attaches to any light socket.
costs little to operate It.
it will toast.
cook meat, fish and vegetables
Shirr eggs, scramble or fry 'em.
do anything one ordinarily expects of a oneplate stove and more.
In a high brilEl Tostovo is made of pressed steel, nickel-plateliant polish. Ebonite handlelf p
t
Usually $4 but at $2 Saturday!
d

Telephone your orders for one to be delivered Saturday.
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Tickets on Sale May 7th and 8th
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Light
o'clock this evening.

Pineapples
Grapefruit
Lemons

Strawberries
Oranges
Bananas

lamps

at 7:37

Read Bacharach's Saturday night
and Monday specials on page 4.

It's Strange When

"pi.

One Knows

A varnish and stain combined. Revives old wood
work, furniture, floors,
cans, any
etc., all size
color.

The Facts.

-

I

Special sale wil'i last one week
Moran Curio Store.

Fancy Eating Apples

1

IEFMGEMTMB

.

Don't miss the clearance sale at
Jloran's Curio Store.

IN FRUIT

8

1

I

ja"'M'itiww!ii'j

f

if h4

,o fai

THAT

Snap and Style in their
clothes, and who appreciate the
economy of

Phoue Main 379

-

longer.

IN VEGETABLES

Have your lawn mower sharpened
by our new process. F. J. Gehring.

Head Lettuce

Fresh Tomatoes
Fancy White Asparagus
Hot House Celery
New Texas Cabbage
'New Texas Potatoes
Green Onions

mm

Treasurer Eugenio Romero
returned last night from a trip to bs
Everything goes at
for this week only at
Curio Store.

one-fourt- h

the

oft
Moran

Don't forget the candy matinee Sat
Starts 2:45 sharp. Photoplay week only
One-fourt- h

J

IS MADE

i

FROM

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR.

GROCER.

' VV?

SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
IT

THERE 18 NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

"HUNTS QUALITY FRUITS"
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

Highest In

LYE-PEELE-

In Flavour

Quality-Delici- ous

Insist on "Hunts"

if you

want the highest

quality in canned fruits

At

J.

H. STEARNS

r,'ya.gp1

Jefierson Raynoldi, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Darts, Vice President.

I

V

OP LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

P.

j.

Gehring.

I

Boyd-Newma- n

Mills,

M. Adler, 103; J. D. W. Veeder, 117;
D. W. Condon, 117; total 708. Ilfeld
team-Char- les
Ilfeld, 106; M. M. PadM.
185;
Greenberger, 177; Jake
gett,

M.

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Ranking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

h The Homo oftiie Best of Everything Eatable

Finest Fresh Strained Honey
35c Per Pint

Fresh Comb Honey
20c, 2 for 35c

ii imf iiiii i. she

at the

Boys' class

9

Y. M. C. A.

.,,illli,,iwii?fel

NoB.rOLK.lfo. 11

THE ROSENTHAL

I

Opposite the

Y. M. C. A
II

VIVIAN

CHAVEZ TALKS

SOMEWHAT

ready-to-wea-

IUII ROUGH

GREENBERGER
LET US SHOW

After having been found guilty of
assault with words and assessed a
fine of $30 and costs yesterday afternoon in the court of Justice D. R. Mur
ray, Vivian Chacez appealed the cass
to the district court.
Wednesday night at 11 o'clock Cha
vez was arrested by Night Officer E.
C. Ward, upon the complaint of Mrs.
Nicolasita B. Speakman.
Mr. Speak-nan- ,
who is a hard working woman,
stated that Chavez had assaulted her
by words, calling her unspeakable
names. When Chavez was brought
before Judge Murray yesterday after
noon he pleaded not guilty. Mrs.
Speakman was Bworn in as a witness
and told her story. Judge Murray
then gave Chavez a sentence of $50
and the costs of the case. Chavez said
he would appeal, and asked for a bond.
Judge Murray placed the bond at
$300, which was furnished last night.
Chavez has been before the court
before and is under a peace bond for
$100, which does not expire until next
month. The case probably will be
tried at the session of the district
court which begins on Monday, May

tion of furniture anywhere
in this vicinity. We would
like to have you call and examine our stock thorough.
It will stand the closest scrutiny for beauty, strength and
artistic effects.

Such high qualited Furniture is seldom of.
fered at such low prices

J. JC JOHBJSEN & SON
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS

Two fine lots on Fifth St. East front, sidewalk and sewer
very desirable $550.00

$500

19.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Small
key. Owner may
have same by calling at Optic

FOUND

YOU

through our stock rooms and
you will agree with us that
you never saw a finer collec-

MRS. NICOLASITA SPEAKMAN HAS
HIM ARRESTED FOR ASSAULT
WITH WORDS

o'clock.

Mrs. Eliza Bickson of San Lula Obis
EXPECTED.
po, California, left last night for her
Tomorrow night at the Y. M. C. A. home after having been the guest of
hail will appear another of the Santa Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hays of this
Fe concerts, given by tne Bertha city for the past few months.
Wooden orchestra. This company is
considered one of the best that has

8 I

kl

Still cling to the idea of one of two
extremes.
Made to measure clothes or
a cheap quality of ready to wear garments.
Clothes making and clothes wearing
has advanced far beyond either of these
stages.
r
Clothes
High grade
such as Hart Schaffner and Marx or
L system at $20 to $25 are cheaper, fit
better and have more style than any
suit at $10 to $15
more and as for cheap ready made
Clothes nothing need be said.
made-to-measu- re

Try a dram ot Old Taylor Bour
4 bon at the Opera Bar Adv.

Santa Fe concert 8:30 o'clock.

iffl

.

We also show best makes of Wood
Refrigerators from $6.95 up.

May 13.
Art leather, drawn work and Indian
Mrs. William Goin, who has been pottery at cost to close down stock.
seriously ill for the past few weeks, Mrs. L. P. Wright.
is reported to be improving.
Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
The Bankers and Peons will b6vl in the wood. Direct from the distil
tonight at the Elks' home. All Elks lery to you. At the iobby, of course.
irnd their ladies are cordially invited
TTiiva vMif
mnwpr HllflrnpTlpH
to view the contest.
by our new process. F. J. Gehring.
Special, Children's matinee, Saturfour fox terriers for sale at $3
day afternoon. All children with paid
admission will receive a 5c sack of each. Inquire at 1027 Sixth street, after 6 p. m. or before S a. m. Mrs. L.
Potter's candy. Photoplay theater.
P. Wright.
The Modern Woodmen of America
Two of the new engines that have
will meet tonight at 8 o'clock in the
W. O. W. hall on Sixth street. All been received here from Topeka by
members are requested to be present. the Santa Fe Railway company, today made their first trip oh the third
The engines are the 1358
The Santa Ke club of the Y. M. C. district.
A. will meet tonisht at the associa- and 1359.
They are monsters.
tion at 6:30 o'clock. A light luncheon
Going out of millinery business by
will be served during tiit! session.
of organizing a July 1. All my stock at cost to close
The advisability
baseball league will be discussed. All it down. Mrs. L. P. Wright.
members of the club are requested
W. E. Waller, manager for Benny
and invited to be present.
Chavez, who won the decision over
James Clay has sold his share of Eddie Marino laBt night at Albuquerthe Turner Clay Cattle company to que, passed through here this after
T. T. Turner, who will now manage noon on his way to. his home in Trini
the corporation's business. Mr. Clay dad. Waller appeared to be rather
will retire. T. T. Turner has leased sore about some things that occurred
he said,
Chavez,
the Forsythe, the Kate Wright and the in Albuquerque.
a
made
and
remove
will
good
fought
and
fight
things
M.
ranches
Ward
J.
the cattle belonging to the company hot for the wonderful New Yorker.
Chavez will come to Las Vegas toto these ranches.
night and will be a sparring partner
Last night at the Elks' home the for Louis Newman until May 16 when
bout will be staged.
older members of the lodge met In a the
Mabowling contest. A large crowd at Scotty Montelth, who managed
tothis
will
rino,
was
in
which
city
pass
throt)gh
tended the tournament,
on train No. 2 on the way to
night
Charles
and
exciting.
teresting
team won the honors of the New York, with his bunch of fighters,
evening, defeating the team headed by including Johnny Dundee.
Exalted Ruler Mills. D. W. Condon
rolled the best score, knocking down
Mills teani 193 pins. The scores:
TOMORROW
W. J.
185; Sig Nahm, 110; A.

Th.GreMlc. Severs

We' have sold over 25 of these
Refrigerators and have yet to find a
displeased customer. We show them
in 3 sizes to hold 50, 75 and 100
pounds of Ice.

off on all goods for one
Moran Curio Store

at the

My horse, harness and buggy for
Spanish dance given iy the Young saie ai a uargam. airs, u jr. wrigui
Men's club at O. R. C. bail Tuesday, r0!t Sixth street.

Stern, 123; Joseph Hildebrandt, 149;
total 730.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

nit

1

Have your lawn mower sharpened
by our new process.

theater.

CRYSTAL BUTTER

yy

Good Quality

Mrs. Marrcarlo Gallegos
Romero
is here for a visit with friends.

tancia.

urday.

STEARNS STORE

Ilfeld

County

Spinach
Pie Plant
Bermuda Onions
Cauliflower
Radishes
Soup Bunches

Parsley

Ludwig Win.

so many young men, who

A cheap house well located on the Flat, can be made into comfortable
small home at slight expense,-$500.0$50 down, balance $15.00 per month
DONT THIS BEAT PAYING RENT?

The Investment & Agency Corporation
Phone Main 40

GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager
603 Lincoln Ave

GOOD CONCERT

ever been over the road on the San- FASCINAHNG
PHASE
ta Fe circuit. The program to be
rendered by this company will be at
OF LANDAU LECTURE
tractive, varied, novel and Interest
The
orchestra
extreme.
ing to the
numbers are interspersed with songs
CONV1CTISM IN TASMANIA WILL
of every description. The whole pro
BE DESCRIBED IN MOST INgram will be excellent and from pres
TERESTING WAY.
ent indications the coneert will be
The tickets wlll.be
well attended.
One of the most fascinating featopen for the general public tomorrow
ures of the travelogue to bo given
are
seats
few
a
good
morning, and
next Monday evening at the Duncan
still to be obtained.
opera house by Rev. Dr. Jacob L?m
dau is expected to be the description
of convictism in Tasmania. Dr. Lan
dau has visited Tasmania and is fa
miliar with the conditions which exist
He will handle
among the convicts.
the subject in the most interesting
way, being a close student of prisons
and their effect upon those confined
In them. Dr. Landau will show how
a term In prison may ruin a man's
life forever, or, on the other hand,
may be the means, of making a good
citizen of him. This phase of the
travelogue will be illustrated with a
large number of lantern slides, many
RUBBING CLOTHES
of the pictures having been made es
In a tub is out of date and out of pecially for Dr. Landau.
It not only wears out the
reason
The subject of the evening will be
"A Night in Australia." In addition
clothing, but Is
. BACK BREAKING
WORK.
to the address by Dr. Landau there
Why not beak away from the old will be delightful music. Those who
are
methods, and keep up with the times will attend the , entertainment
looking forward to a most fascinating',
by tending your washing to
LAS VEGAS 8TEAM LAUNDRY.
ly interesting evening.

HOI IDE

J

The Proof of the Pudding

New Mexico

Peach Jem
Put up in Economy Jars under the most
Sanitary conditions, con-

taining only

fresh peaches
and cane
fe

per Jar
BOUCHER'S
l:

May be in the eating of it, but the proof of the milk is in
the inspection of the dairy. The pudding is cooked and
Milk is chiefly used unpossible germs destroyed.
cooked and possible germs are multiplied. The SANITARY DAIRY prevents the entrance of. possible disease
germs into the milk and makes it safe for family use.
The Corbett Sanitary Dairy solicits your personal" inspection at any time, but believe you would get a better
idea of what we are doing for you, if you come during the
milking periods which commence at 4 A. M. and 2 P. M.
and last about two hours. During these periods bur cooling and bottling machinery are in operation.
Bottle washing and sterilizing operations commence
about 10 A. M. and 6 P. M.
'

Our dairy and residence are at the Forsythe place, West
Side, about two blocks south of the Plaza at junction of
Gonzales and South Pacific Streets.

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy
Las Vedas, New Mexico

I

i

